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"The bottom line is that given the pre-
sent level of safety being achieved by
the operating nuclear power plants in
this country, we can expect to see a
core meltdown accident within the
next 20 years and it is possible that such an acci-
dent could result in off-site releases of radiation which are

as , or larger than the releases estimated to have
occurred at Chernobyl"

-James K. Asseltine,
Commissioner, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, May 1986
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THE SYRACUSE PEACE COUNCIL
New people are always welcome to join any of these activates. Contact
SPC at 472-5478 or the person listed to find out what you can do.

The Peace Newsletter
The PNL Collective meets most Wednesdays at 5 :30 PM at
the Peace Council . Call SPC to confirm the time.

Editorial & Production : Paul Frazier, Karen Hail, Bill Hamler,
Tim Judson, Mike Kernahan, Rae Kramer, Brian McCord, Joy
Meeker, Andy Molloy, Beth Mosley, Paul Pearce, Steve Penn
Graphics Coordinator : Anita Welych
Cover Coordinator : Karen Kerney

SPC Projects: 472-5478
• SPC-TV — Paul Pearce • Plowshares Craftsfair
• Fair Trial for Mumla Committee

Other Volunteers
Sonali Sathaye, Chuck Durand, Mardea Warner, Amy Bartell,

Vanessa Johnson, Ed Kinane, Aggie Lane, Joan Goldberg,
Ruth Putter, Margaret Birtlebough, Kathy Barry, Brian Caufield,
Fredrick Noyes, Jolie Rickman, Bill Mazza, Lance Hogan, Bill
Hamler, Sylvia Burgess, Daniel Bowers, Carol Baum, Chris

Spies-Rusk, Susan Adair, Nick Orth, Michael DeSalvo
Volunteer Coordinator : Paul Frazier

Statement of Purpose

The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC) . founded In 1956. Is an
antiwar/social Justice organization . it Is community-based, autono-
mous and funded by the contributions of Its supporters.

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where
war, violence and exploitation In any form will no longer exist It
challenges the existing unjust power relationships among nations,
among people and between ourselves and the environment As
members, we work to replace Inequality, hierarchy, domination and
powerlessness with mutual respect., peroonal empowerment, coop-
eration and a sense of community.

Present social Injustices cannot be understood In Isola-
tion from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing
their economic and militaristic roots . SPC stresses a strategy that
makes these connections clear . We Initiate and support activities
that help build this saes of community and help tear down the walls
of oppression. A fundamental basis for peace and justice is an
economic system that places human need above monetary profit.
We establish relationships among people based on cooperation
rather than competition or the threat of destruction.

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of conflict
resolution and to a process ofdeclsion-making that responds to the
needs of us all .

'Alliances, Coalitions & Contacts 1
Abolish the Blocade of Cuba
Douglgelsrud

	

471-5749
Peace Action of CNY
Diane Swords 478-7442

ACLU-CNY Chapter Peace Brigades International
Barrie Gewanter

	

471-2821 Ed Kinane 478-4571
Affiance-Psychiatric System
Survivors

P.E.A.C.E ., Inc.
Louis Clark 470-3300

George Ebert

	

475-4120 People Against the Death Penalty
Alternatives to Violence Project 637-3344
Jay Liestee

	

499-0845 People for Animal Rights
American Friends Service 488-PURR (7877)
Committee

	

475-4822 Physicians for Social
Animal Defense League 479-9105 Responsibility 488-2140
ARISE

	

472-3171 Planned Parenthood 475-5525
Atlantic States Legal Foundation PWHIV/ AIDS Support Hotline

475-1170 Sandra 471-5911
Caribbean/Latin Amer . Coalition
Shirley Novak

	

446-6099
Reconsider
Nick or Alex Eyle 422-6231

Citizens Against Radioactive
Dumping

	

(607) 753-6271
Religion : Other
Phoenix or Kat 474-8801

Citizen Review Board
Felicia Davis

	

448-8750
Rose Center
Teri Cameron 422-3426

CNY Center for Occupational Sarah House 475-1747
Health and Safety

	

471-6187 Save the County 637-6066
CNY Environment SEEDS (607) 749-2818
Lee Gechas

	

446-5319 Service Employees International
CNY N.O .W.

	

487-3188 Robert Tompkins 424-1750
Community Media Action Group

423-4783
Sierra Club
Sue Carlson 445-1663

(607) 255-7293 Small Claims Court Action
Center

	

443-1401
S.O.A. Watch/ CNY
Ed Kinane

	

478-4571
Social Workers for Peace
Dick Mundy

	

445-0797
Socialist Party
Ron Ehrenreich

	

478-0793
472-5478 Spanish Action League 471-3762

Fightback! of CNY 422-0555 SU African-American Society
Food Bank of CNY 437-1899 443-4633
Food Not Bombs 423-7856 Student Environmental Action
Friends of the Filippino People Coalition
John Brule 445-0698 Michelle Baumfieck

	

423-8000
Gay/Lesbian Alliance 422-5732 Syr. Alternative Media Network
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Student Tim Brachocki

	

425-8806
Assoc. (SU) 443-3599 Syracuse Area Vegetarian Society
Haiti Solidarity SAVES/Joe Connolly

	

437-2163
Ann Tiffany 478-4571 Syracuse Community Choir
Hemlock Society Karen Mihalyi

	

428-8724
Betty Bentley 463-0782 Syracuse Community Radio
Hotel Employees 150 437-0373 Frederic Noyes

	

446-4769
Irish Northern Aid Syracuse Cooperative Federal
Patrick Smith 469-8948 Credit Union

	

471-1116
Jail Ministry 424-1877 Syracuse Cultural Workers

Dik Cool

	

474-1132
Syracuse N.O .W. 472-3294
Syr. Real Food Coop 472-1385
Syr. Social Movement Initiative
Pramod Parajuli

	

443-4822
Syracuse United Neighbors
Rich Puchalski 476-7475
S .U . for Animal Rights 443-4199
Urban League
Eloise Dowdell Curry

	

472-6955
Utica Community Action
John Furman

	

797-7020
Witness for Peace Delegations
Nancy Gwin

	

422-4689
Women's Center (SU) 443-4268

Collectives, Committees
SPC Staff Collective

	

Bookkeeper
Tim Judson

	

SPC Press

	

Duane Hardy
Beth Mosley

	

Paul Pearce

	

SPC Council:
Paul Frazier, Rae Kramer,
Carl Mellor, Andy Molloy,
Marge Rusk, Ann Tiffany

• The Literature Committee
• Program Committee
• Political Action Committee
• Organizational Maintenance Committee
• Pledge Coordinator : Pat Hoffman

CUSLAR
Dunbar Center
Merriete Pollard

	

476-4269
EOWTransgender Community
Melissa

	

423-4099
Fair Housing Council of CNY
Merrilee Witherell

	

471-0518
Fair Trial for Mumla Committee

Geoff Navias

	

476-0466 Women's Health Outreach
Pax Christi

	

425-3653
FrankWoolever

	

446-1693 Women's INFO Center 478-4636
(Ifyou want your group listed, please call)

Syracuse Peace Council 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse, N .Y. 13203 (315) 472-5478

Keniark Center for Creative
Spirituality
Bourke Kennedy
Lesbian/Gay Youth
NAACP
Van Robinson

	

422-6933
Natural Organic Farmers Assoc.
AmmieChickering

	

365-2299
New Environment Association
Harry Schwarzlander

	

446-8009
NYPIRG 476-8381
Onondaga Audobon 457-7731
Onon. Women's Political Caucus
Peggy Murray

	

475-7671
Open Hand Theatre

685-5414
443-3599



In This Issue:
Just when you thought you could sit back,

relax, and enjoy a lazy Central New York
summer — maybe get a start on using last
month's "Vacation Guide" — the July PNL

hits the stands (or your mailbox) with more
action than you can shake an El Nifio at.

Apparently there are people acting to get
some peace in Colombia, and there are people
acting to take back Take Back the Night, and
people fixing to close all the nuclear plants
within driving distance . And that's just for
starters — then there's the Action Alerts . And
on top of that you've got people like Ed Kinane
thinking about what to do after they act.

Of course, there is a little bit of your
typical summer fare: some light reading about
genocide in Colombia, cinema with giant liz-
ards smashing Manhattan, and nuclear-pow-
ered chocolate bars . . .

	

— TJ

The Peace Newsletter (PNL) is published
monthly by the Syracuse Peace Council . SPC,
founded in 1936, is the oldest community-based
peace and justice organization in the United States.
, The PNL strives to serve as the internal

organ of SPC and as a forum for articles which
discuss issues of concern to the peace movement.
The opinions expressed in the PNL reflect the
diversity of opinions within SPC itself . While we are
not able to print every possible viewpoint, we do
welcome letter and article submissions as well as
suggestions and assistance.

ThePNLhas very reasonable ad rates ; call
or write for our rates . Movement groups are free to
reprint artides and graphics, but please give c redts
and send us a copy flagging the reprint . For-profit
groups, please inquire.

ISSN #07354134
The PNL Is available on microfilm from

University Microfilms, Inc ., 300 N . Zeeb Rd ., Ann
Arbor, MI 48106.

Subscriptions are $12 a year in the U .S .,
$15 in Canada and Mexico and $25 overseas . The
institutional rate is $15 . ThePNL is free to prisoners
and low-income people. Your organization, co-op,
etc . can receive 5-25 PNLseach month . Our circu-
lation is 4500.

Contributions to SPC beyond PNL sub-
scriptions support our activist programs . We al-
ways need your support. Peace Newsletter/Syra-
cuse Peace Council, 924 Burnet Ave, Syracuse,
NY 13203.
PNL Distributors (We Need You Too!)

Daniel Bowers, Elinor Cramer, Chuck
Durand, John Fitzsimmons, Bill Hamler, Duane
Hardy, Pat Hoffman, Cynthia Maud-Gembler,
Marge Rusk, Ted Widay
June Mailing Party Helpers

Ed Kinane, Carl Mellor, Marilyn Ray,
Marge Rusk, Valerie Singer, and Christian Spies-
Rusk among others
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:
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About the cover: "Why a Nuclear-Free New England?"
Karen Kerney and I decided to resurrect the concept of the

April 1992 cover to get everyone to join the Nuclear-Free New England
Campaign. Not that the part about a meltdown Isn't relevant . Sure It Is.
But It's not the main point, or at least It doesn't have to be.

The Northeast and New England have the opportunity to be
the first nuclear-free region In the US. Most of the nine nuclear power
plants In New England have already been closed, despite the persis-
tence of Seabrook (In NH) and Vermont Yankee, and the probability
that Millstone 3 (In CT) will soon reopen. In the campaign to close
Yankee Rowe, activists got the Oft and the NRC to admit that, even
under normal operation, huge amounts of radiation and radioactive
waste were released Into the surrounding community over many years.
The connection to emerging and pervasive public health problems
was not a difficult one for most people to make . ..

Closing all nuclear plants Is the only sure way to protect our
communities from the danger of a meltdown, and to remove the
menace of daily radiation releases Into the environment. That Is the
vision behind the Nuclear-Free New England Campaign, Initiated by
the Citizens Awareness Network and the Nuclear Information Resource
Service . As activists In New York and New Jersey have expressed
Interest In the campaign, It has expanded to Include the Northeast as
well as New England . The kick-off event will be the Anti-Nuclear Action
Camp near Brattleboro, VT, August 21-28 (see page 10 for details).

The April 1992 cover was laid out by Paul Pearce from an Initial
design by David Martin . originally used as part of a marling put out by
the Onondaga Greens. It shows the range of effects from a potential
meltdown at Nine Mlle Point, based on the actual fallout from the
Chernobyl tragedy . The statement by James K. Asseltlne was quoted In
the 'About the Cover .' — 71m Judson

August Issue Deadlines
Articles

	

July 8
Ads

	

July 15
Calendar Items

	

July 15
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Hiroshima Nagasaki Observance
Our remembrance ofHiroshima

and Nagasaki this summer will in-
clude a visit from Takeo Uchida, a
Japanese volunteer with the Never
Again Campaign. This campaign
shares Japenese culture in order to
promote international understanding
and focuses on the abolition ofwar as
a way to solving conflicts . Japenese
volunteers spread the message of A-
bomb survivors of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki: Never Again Pearl Har-
bor! Never Again Hiroshima! Never
Again Nagasaki! Never Again War!

Thursday, August 6
Annual commenaratlon
downtown

We will start with a procession
folowed by a vigil . To be part of the
procession please gather at Plymouth
Church (opposite Columbus Circle)

at 11 :30
a.m.We will
return to Co-
lumbus Circle
for the vigil .

Sunday, August 9
An Afternoon for the Whole Family
with Takeo Uchido at South Presbyterian

Corner of South, Salina and West Colvin Streets
• 1 :00 - 1 :35 Childrens activities with Mr . Uchida origami

paper folding, India ink painting, Demonstration of
Japanese toys Video for adults (to' be announced)

• ! :35 Adult discussion with Mr. Uchido about Video
Supervised Activities for Children

• 2:15 Refreshments
•

	

2 ;45 Slideshow presentation "Hiroshima, Testimony
through Paintings" Supervised children's Activities

NiMo Shareholders' Meeting
On Monday, June 29, Niagara Mohawk

may hold its' annual shareholders' meeting in
Buffalo, NY. As the PNL goes to press, we still
can't be sure since it has already been post-
poned three times this year . When we checked
last week, they still did not have an agenda,
either — and they implied that one wouldn't be
available prior to the meeting. Of course, it's
hard for people to be prepared (or even to
decide whether to go) if they don't know what
the meeting will be about . ..
_ The utility's 1997 Annual Report pub-
lished for shareholders devotes a great deal of
attention to the PowerChoice agreement
worked out be-
tween NiMo and
he New York
tate Power Au-

thority . NiMo
expects PowerChoice to rescue them from
financial disaster and allow them to be "com-
petitive" in the deregulated utilities market . Of
course, "competitive" is little more than a
buphemism for many things besides actually
having to compete in the supposed soon-to-be-
;̀`free" market : filthy rich off of state subsidies,
completely unaccountable to the rate-payers,
able to do whatever they want. As in,
1'PowerChoice will allow us to be [filthy rich
bff of state subsidies] in the deregulated utili-
ties market," or "PowerChoice will allow us to
be [able to do whatever we want] in the deregu-
lated utilities market ." NiMo is so excited
about this that one can only expect the share-

holders' meeting to be a big party, and a
chance to pat the CEO and Board of Directors
on their backs for manipulating the system so
well.

However, the Peace Council has some
suggestions for those awkward moments
when there's a lull in the conversation:
‘° "So how 'bout those cracks in the core

shrouds [at Nine Mile 1 and 2]? . . . Think
we can really keep 2 going for 25 years?
. . . Looks like we're gonna give that melt
down a real run for the money, huh? We
got odds on that yet?" (Bad gamblers
love to talk . . .)
"Hey, that's a real pisser about those two
guys who got fired. I'd sure hate to lose
my job for trying to do it right .. ." (Sneak
in the labor issue.)

00"OK, so if PowerChoice means everyone
still pays us 13¢/kW-hr, where does the
'Choice' part come in? Did the people of
New York State really agree to this?"
(Get someone to talk about how they
circumvented any legislative or public
approval process.)

P "I know our overhead costs are real high,
but are those NRC inspectors gonna mind
losing their jobs when we downsize 'em
next year? Without them, how we gonna
make sure we're not screwing up stuff
like the coolant water level again?" (Get
'em to admit they don't care, and the
bottom line's all that matters .)

Tim Judson

~'eate NeCetttz
Mailing List Changes
Not getting your PNL?
EMMA to Microsoft Access

After much discussion we will be chang-
ing the computer program we use to maintain
the SPC/PNL volunteer and mailing lists . Our
current software was provided by EMMA
Revolutionary Software and has served us
well . I want to thank Aggie Lane for her kind
assistance in helping us prepare for the
changeover . Our new mailing program will be
written in Microsoft Access. Paul Pearce, Andy
Molloy and I should have the new program up
and running for the August 1998 PNL.

A number of errors have crept into the
current mailing list with the result that some
subscribers have not been receiving their PNLs
-- Shame on Us. If you have a problem with
your subscription, please contact us . Use the
coupon on page 5 or give us a call. We are
correcting this problem and will extend the
expiration date for the affected subscribers . If
you don't subscribe, here's a great chance to
start out on our new mailing list!

William A Homier ill

Making a Tax Deductible Contribution
To make a.,tax deductible contribu-

tion to SPC, simply send us a check made
out to "Alternative Efforts" and mark it
"for the Syracuse Peace Council."

What a great idea! More money for
	 us and less for Uncle Sam's War Machine .

YOU HAVE THE POWER

DON'T TRASH
THE PLANET!
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VOU~E Donee COUNCIL PALE~
"Weighing the Costs and Benefits" — a Letter from Allenwood Prison

Ed. note: Last month SPC received the
following letter from Dan Sage, one of
Syracuse's SOA 9 currently serving a six-
month sentence for marching on the School of
the Americas last November. You can write to
him at "Daniel Sage #88083-020, FPC
Allenwood, PO Box 1000, Montgomery, PA,
17752 ." For further info on the SOA, see Ed
Kinane's article on page 7.

IN ANY CONSCIOUSLY planned activity, the
objective is to maximize the benefit while
considering the cost. This cost-benefit equa-
tion has been expressed in government and
corporate circles as "getting the most bang for
the buck ."

A parallel constluct,tnay be seen in the
behavior of us protestors . As we worked
through the discemmenrprocess of whether to
risk (actually invite) arrest, and moreso as we
"do our time" in federal prison, the primary
(perhaps the only) commodity we possess to
barter into the cost side of the equation is time.
Exactly how we choose to expend this com-
modity offers some (however limited) op-
tions . I have searched a thesaurus for a syn-
onym for benefit that begins with "t" to create
a catchy idiom to express "getting more 	 for
the time." Finding none, I will have to resort to
the more traditional cost-benefit.

The Rev . Roy Bourgeois, now serving
time at the federal prison in Estill, SC, has
made a choice . He has refused to do the menial
tasks assigned, declining "to work for the
same government that supports the School of
the Americas, which teaches military tactics
and doctrine to Latin American soldiers ." For
this refusal Roy is doing his time "in the hole,"
a solitary confinement situation that foregoes
the relatively benign environment available to
inmates of minimum security federal prisons.
The calculated benefit from this action is the
media attention that should raise the level of
public outrage against the actions of the courts
in sentencing peaceful protesters at all . Roy's
letter from "the hole " will undoubtedly carry
more impact than those from us who cooper-
ate and consent to working in prison . Royalso
notes in an interview with the Columbus Led-
ger-Enquirer that on the benefit side he "looks
at the experience as an opportunity for spiri-
tual growth."

For my part, as much as I respect Roy's
commitment and honor his decisions, my per-
spective is influenced by a different set of
values . As a correspondingly dedicated Secu-
lar Humanist, pragmatism enters into my think-
ing much more prominently . There apparently
is media interest in Roy's stand,
but our experience thus far with
the media has not been great.
Our demonstrations and the 601
person procession and arrests
were given minimal attention
nationally . A PBS broadcast of
an SOA tape (subject to local
option) isn't like "Sixty Minutes," and a favor-
able column in the New York Times doesn't
have the impact of a spread in Newsweek for
getting national attention. The volume of mail
and publications we receive in prison from
various peace and justice groups are reinforc-
ing in that they demonstrate the fervor of those
who are "with us," but they certainly consti-
tute "preaching to the choir ." In view of these
factors, what kind of cost-benefit is Roy's
action yielding?

In considering the implications of "work-
ing for the government," while doing my time,
perhaps my choice was made easier by the fact
that I have the opportunity to teach basic
academic skills in the prison's education de-
partment . Faced with the sorry state of literacy
and quantitative proficiency of many of my
fellow inmates, it is not hard to conclude that
doing time in this way is providing a direct
benefit to extremely needy individuals and is

not "working for the government."While many
of those needing help do not take is seriously
and behave as they probably did 10 (or 30)
years ago in high school, a significant number
do recognize their deplorable situation, accept
the opportunity to change it, and appreciate

my contribution . Seeing the un-'
restrained joy and tears in the'
eyes of mature adults proudly'
showing their GED certificates
and high school diplomas, Icould
hardly refuse to "work" under
those circumstances.

However, on the broader
issue of cost-benefit a number of my more
astute inmate colleagues, who are aware of
our reasons for being here and who are trying
to understand it all, raise some good questions
about the efficacy of our choices . They ask
about the media attention we are getting and
wonder why we aren't getting more. They ask
whether we are achieving enough benefit for
the time we are spending . They acknowledge
that if time must be served, this is the place to
do it, but they seriously question whether the
gains we might achieve are worth any amount
of incarcerated time.

So I am asking : Are we deluded in think-
ing we are making a difference? Could we
make a greater impact in another way? How
do I evaluate my own cost-benefit yield? I
don't know. Maybe after my release Septem-
ber 21 and a return visit to Fort Mining in
November, the equation will be more clear.

— Dan Sage

Address :

City

3l] Enclosed $12 for one year.
0 $	 - additional donation for all your great work!

	

This is a renewal
0 Please contact me about volunteering .

	

Q My address has changed

C

the Syracuse Peace Council • 924 Burnet Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13203 I

%

Phone : (	 )	

Name :	

ewe New&&tt&
ub5cribe to the PNL Still only $12 a year for 12 issues!

	

j

State : Zip

q This is a new subscription.
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Going, going, gone
House of Representatives Bill Could Save
Credit Union Membership

COOPERCATI V E
Federal • Credit • Union

THEY'REAT IT AGAIN down in Washington.
The bankers who may not exactly own your
government but have certainly made one heck
of a downpayment on it, the ones who brought
you the merger mania which has been so
profitable for bank sign makers, the ones whose
vision for the banking landscape in this coun-
try is that in a few years there will remain only
The Bank, have bellied up to the trough again
and are trying to push the few remaining small
fry out.

Credit unions are a consumer's best friend
and the best kept secret in the consumer finan-
cial industry. They are threatened by bankers
seeking a monopoly . If legislation protecting
them is not passed, their field of membership
may be drastically restricted, virtually ensur-
ing their death or marginalization. If you wish
to preserve your freedom of financial choice,
caring and friendly financial services, coun-
selling, great interest and loan rates, Visa

check cards and, of
course, the satisfac-
tion of contributing
to your community,
you must act now.

Contact your
federal representa-
tives and make
them aware of how
important your
credit union is to you . Tell them you appreci-
ate their continued support of HR 1151 . Tell
them to give the banks a smack on the snout
and leave your credit union alone. In the Syra-
cuse area, call Representative James T. Walsh
at 423-5627, or write him at 100 S . Clinton
St., Syracuse, 13202. Outside of Syracuse,
consult the US Government Offices listings in
your local phone book .

— Mike Kernahan

Something
New!!!!

Thursday Mornings

7:00 AM to 8:05 AM

SITTING
MEDITATION

WOMEN'S
INFORMATION

beginning
Thursday, July 2

Open to anyone
interested

Look beyond all the corporate hype. Choose us for socially responsible
investing, loans, and service for people by people who care.

Syracuse Cooperative Federal Credit Union
723 Westcott St . Syracuse, NY 13210 (315)471-1116
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SOA: The Snake on the Hydra's Head

The Methodist Connection
Methodists are contributing mightily to clos-
ing the School of the Americas. George
Baldwin, a former Methodist pastor who lived
inrural Nicaragua fot 12 years, has spoken to
scores of Methodist congregations over the
country about the SOA . In 1997 George spoke
in Syracuse and later walked hundreds of
miles, speaking to groups all along the way, to
publicize the School.

In tiny Burdett, NY, near Watkins Glen,
Wes Rehberg, a Methodist pastor, works to
publicize the School . Wes focuses on the
human rights situation in Chiapas and Hondu-
ras. In July he'll be part of the Mexico Solidar-
ity Network's delegation to Chiapas.

In Syracuse one of the most steadfast
anti-SOA activists is Angus MacDonald, 85,
a Methodist. One of my 21 friends now in
prison serving six month sentences is the co-
director of SOA Watch, Carol Richardson.
Carol is a Methodist pastor. While she's incar-
cerated, her daughter Heather Dean is taking
her place in the SOA Watch DC office.

Prisoners of Conscience
Another of the prisoners of conscience is

my partner, Ann Tiffany, a registered nurse
and a grandmother many times over . Besides
Ann, four more exceptional people from Syra-
cuse are in prison. These include a story teller,
a Roman Catholic nun, a Syracuse University
professor, and a Unitarian minister who was
an escaped prisoner of war in World War II.

When these people reported to prison on
March 23 they left a big hole in our commu-
nity. But they risked prison for the right rea-
sons . They are in prison for the crime of being
active citizens; for the crime of speaking truth

to power; for the crime
of peaceably assembling
and petitioning our gov-
ernment; for the crime of
insisting that our gov-
ernment respect the sa-
cred commandment,
"Thou shalt not kill ."

You know,
there's afate much worse
than going to prison for
six months . By ignoring
our consciences, we let
evils like the School of
the Americas thrive.
We've seen that going
to prison — whether in-
dividually or en masse

— for an unmistakably moral cause is very
adrenalizing.

Thanks to this prison witness, the cam-
paign to close the SOA is burgeoning . Each
year hundreds more come to Fort Benning in
November to take part in an ecumenical lit-
urgy — a somber liturgy of moving feet — to
demand that the SOA be
abolished.

The Big Picture
But let's put the SOA

in perspective. It's part and
parcel of something much
bigger~ The Pentagon has
scores of facilities train-
ing soldiers from many
countries around the
world . Such training helps
the Pentagon influence of-
ficers who are — or will
be - in key ;positions in
the power structure of their
country . When there's a
coup, the Pentagon doesn't
want to be caught off
guard . And it wants to be
sure the perpetrators are
its friends.

So many SOA grads
came to power through violent coups in Latin
America, that the people in Panama in the 70's
and 80's called it the "School of Coups ." This
is the school that has the audacity to claim it is
"promoting democracy."

US training of foreign soldiers provides
US intelligence agencies the opportunity to

clandestinely recruit foreign military officers.
Throughout the world the CIA has scads of
such officers on its payroll . Think of
Guatemala's Colonel Alpirez or Panama's
Manual Noriega. When the CIA wants to
foment a coup, it helps to have its own people
poised to make it happen . For the CIA the
cultivation of treason abroad is business as
usual.

The Pentagon trains foreign military with
US weapons — from automatic firearms to
fighter jets. Back home when these officers
make procurement decisions, they're likely to
purchase US war materiel. For example,
Mexico — which is the country with the most
students now at the SOA — buys most of the
weapons it uses to terrorize Chiapas from the
US. The US leads the world in exporting
weapons. For US corporations, the profits are
enormous.

Hydra
Because it promotes systemic human

rights abuse, there is a vigorous campaign to
close the SOA. But people ask, "If we close,
the SOA, won't it just pop up elsewhere„

perhaps under another:
name?"

In Greek mythol
ogy there was a mon-,,
ster called Hydra. It had:
nine snake-like heads . :
Cut off one, and two:
others grew in its place .:
Closing the SOA sev-_
ers only one of the:
Pentagon's snakes .:
Count on it: more
snakes will emerge.

But that's true for.
any issue we work on.
Capitalism and milita-
rism are awesomely
mobile. Stymied here,
they go there . Our job
is to keep hobbling
them, to keep narrow-
ing their options . And

all the while we raise consciousness, prepar-
ing the way for the paradigm shift that will
cripple them.

The Pentagon won't quit doing what it
has the SOA do. It will do it at Benning or
elsewhere, under the SOA name or some other.

cont. on next page

Ed Kinane

nMay 30 the Board of Church and Society of the North
Central New York Conference of the United Methodist

Church presented its Aldersgate award to the "Prisoners of
Conscience who have been arrested and are going to prison
because of their efforts to close the United States Army
School of the Americas ." The following remarks are an
expansion of those I made upon accepting the award in
their behalf.

	

— Ed Kinane
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Join the "Community of Peace" in Colombia
A RECENT MAILING from the Colombia

Support Network brings word of what may be
a unique development in nonviolent practice
and international solidarity.

In the war-torn region of Uraba in north-
west Colombia there's a hamlet called San
Jose de Apartado. The farmers there formed a
co-op to market and process cocoa beans. The
Colombian army believed they were controlled
by the FARC guerrillas . In February '97 the
paramilitary shut down the market, forbidding
the sale of all but small amounts of food, and
accused the villagers of running a supply post
for the guerilla. The paramilitary dragged four
co-op board members out of their homes and
killed them.

In response, in March '97 the people of
San Jose declared themselves a Comunidad
de Paz — a Community of Peace — before a
delegation including members of Pax Christi
International, the Dutch Parliament, and oth-
ers.

In declaring themselves a Comunidad de
Paz the civilian population committed itself
to:

• not carry arms;
• not ask any of the parties to solve con-

flicts;
• not participate in the war in any direct or

indirect form; and
• not manipulate or give information to any

of those involved in the armed conflict.
Additionally each member committed him/
herself to search for a peaceful solution to the
country 's conflicts.

An interesting aspect of this community
is that membership is not restricted to the
hamlet . Anyone — including Central New
Yorkers — can become an International Mem-

ber of the Comunidad de Paz of San Jose de
Apartado. To do so:
1. Send a signed statement of your support of
the villagers' commitments to them c/o the
Colombia Support Network, PO Box 1505,
Madison, WI 53701.
2. Send faxes to:

• Madeleine Albright, US Secretary of
State, (202) 647-1533

• US Embassy, Bogota, Colombia, (011)
57 1 315 2209

• Colombian Embassy, Washington, DC
(202) 232-8643

• Ministry of Defense, Bogota (011) 57 1
222 1874.

The faxes should request:
a) that the paramilitary checkpoint leading to

San Jose be eliminated at once;
b) that there be an investigation as to why the

Colombian army has done nothing to stop
the paramilitary and its checkpoint;

c) that the rights of BALSAMAR co-op mem-
bers to carry on normal co-op functions be
respected ; and

d) that the co-op equipment be secure from
confiscation.

Be sure to ask US officials whether US
military aid or assistance has been used in the
attacks on civilians by Colombian security
forces or paramilitaries.

Since March '97 San Jose has seen the
death of 35 of its members — 33 executed by
paramilitaries and two executed by FARC
guerrillas . Our international solidarity could
help provide these villagers with security . It
might also give strength to a new technique —
comunidades de paz — that promises to have
widespread application in areas of civil strife.

— Ed Kinane

After all, the SOA performs essential func-
tions . The US Southern Command recently
told Congress that "the SOA is a major com-
ponent of our regional strategy ."

Latin America is to US corporate inter-
ests what India used to be to their British
counterparts before Gandhi — a vast source of
cheap labor and cheap natural resources . Also,
Latin America is a major US market, and a site
for US-owned assembly plants unconstrained
by environmental regulation and pesky unions.
This is why we've lost so many assembly jobs
in the US : they've flown south.

Latin America is our special sphere of
influence, our empire . Countries don't remain
colonies and satellites willingly or forever.
They have to be occupied militarily. But few
US boys do this dirty work; the SOA is specifi-
cally in the business of training local thugs to
do the job.

Eternal Struggle
The campaign to close the SOA is fast

spreading into the mainstream . With the re-
cent spate of direct actions and imprison-
ments, the campaign is waking up lots of US
taxpayers to the realities of US foreign policy
— a policy shaped by corporate interests, not
citizen interests . Witness the many resolu-
tions by major Christian denominations —
including Methodists — demanding closure
of the School.

To contain this public relations disaster,
the Pentagon just might be driven to close the
SOA. Face will thereby be lost and key func-
tions will have been impaired. Nonetheless,
the Pentagon will salvage all it can. It will
transfer SOA functions elsewhere . (Indeed it
may already have begun doing so .) But it will
be hard to find hosts as ideal as Berthing and
the state of Georgia.

The SOA, with all instruction inSpanish,
is as far as I know the only major US military
training facility where instruction is in a for-
eign language. Non-English-speaking soldiers
from Latin America attend the SOA . If the
SOA were closed, they would be excluded.

Many SOA trainers are themselves Latin
American. Before they came to the SOA,
some of them were known human rights abus-
ers in their own countries. The trainer helps
define the targets. Indoctrination tailored to
Latin America (for example, demonizing prac-
titioners of liberation theology) would be di-
luted if SOA trainees were trained along with
soldiers from non-Latin American countries.

Some people in Georgia — even some

good church people — defend the SOA. If the
SOA is closed, Latin American officers would
no longer be able to launder their attache cases
full of money in Georgia banks . They would
no longer be able to pump up Georgia's
economy buying all the cars, furniture and
jewelry they do. The shopping sprees and the
money laundering, according to US Army
Major Joe Blair,* is a great perk of attending
the school.

Sure, closing the SOA doesn't sever the
Hydra's head: it doesn't end our cynical ma-
nipulations and brutal interventions abroad.
But it's a wonderful start . It's part of the
solution . And part of the eternal struggle of
good against evil . We either wage that struggle

on its many fronts, or — by our inaction —
side with the evil.

*For Blair's testimony see the new 16-minute
video, "School of the Americas : An Insider
Speaks Out," produced by Linda Panetta.
Available for $15 +$3sth through SOA Watch,

202) 234-3440 . Blair, a high school teacher
now retired from the military, used to teach at
the SOA and is in the forefront of those expos-
ing it.

Ed was one of the 25 sentenced to pay
a $3000 fine and spend six months in prison
for trying to petition their government in
November, 1997. He is still at large pending a
felony sentence for another SOA protest in
September 1997.
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Piercing Through the Denial
Giraldo's Colombia: The Genocidal Democracy Is a Heartfelt Call for Help
review by Sara B. Lucas
Colombia: The Genocidal Democracy (125 pp.)
by Javier Giraldo
introduction by Noam Chomsky
ISBN-1-

Colombia : The Genocidal Democracy is
the courageous, personal witness of Fa-

ther Javier Giraldo . As president of the Inter-
Congregational Commission of Peace and
Justice Father Giraldo, a gentle smiling man,
is responsible for "numbering" the dead, the
disappeared and the maimed victims of politi-
cal violence in Colombia. Numbers so large,
over 67,000 between 1988 and 1995, that they
obscure the human tragedies behind each "sta-
tistic ." Father Giraldo's eloquent words trans-
late these statistics into individuals, places
and incidents whiich make the Colombian re-
ality come alive . Using descriptive accounts
of individual and group atrocities Giraldo
pierces the denial of the most hardened reader.

"There is no doubt that drugs are the first
thing that come to people's minds when they
think of Colombia. What is important is that
this stereotype has resulted in the false conclu-
sion that violence in Columbia is linked to
drug traffic. With both sensitivity and passion
Father Giraldo demystifies this stereotype . He
contends that, through linking drugs and vio-
lence, the Colombian government has been
allowed to present itself as a "victim of vio-
lence," while also permitting the neat conceal-
ment of crimes of state . Through his detailed
accounting of Colombia's "Dirty War,"
Giraldo illustrates the many uses of terror and
torture employed by the Colombian govern-
ment.

The experience of Daniel, a poor young
campesino from the department of Valle, il-
lustrates the complexity of the multifaceted
forces, military/paramilitary, drug traffickers
and judicial system working together . Daniel
was in the paramilitary . He completed his
eighteen-month mandatory military service,
and then accepted a job with the army as an
"informant." Between March 31 and April 1,
1990, in what has been called the Trujillo
massacre, he was horrified to discover how
the army made use of his information . On the
night of the 31st a combined force of military
and paramilitary dragged a large number of
campesinos from their homes. They were taken
to the home of a wealthy drug trafficker in the

nearby countryside . There they were brutally
tortured and ultimately dismembered with a
chain saw . It was Daniel's responsibility to
transport their headless corpses to the river
and to dump them into the water. This incident
continued to haunt the young man. Over one
year later he confided in a conversation with
Giraldo that until that night, "he had been
convinced that to fight the guerrillas was to
serve his country. But after what he had seen,
he began to ask himself: `Who are the bad ones
and who is the enemy now?" He sought
refuge in a guerrilla camp and subsequently
gave testimony to the Prosecutor General's
office. On May 5, 1995 Daniel was "disap-
peared" while visiting his father . The Colom-
bian judicial system absolved the individuals
responsible for the massacre.

In his introduction to Giraldo's work,
noted author, Naom Chomsky, urges North
American readers to hold two facts uppermost
in their minds . The first is that Colombia has
compiled the worst human rights record in the
hemisphere in recent years . The second is that
the Colombian government's primary acces-
sory is the government of the United States.
"In July of 1989 the US State Department
announced plans for subsidized sales of mili -
tary equipment to Colombia, allegedly for
antinarcotics purposes. "These sales were "jus-
tified" by the fact that Colombia has a demo-
cratic form of government and was not exhib-
iting a consistent pattern of gross violations of
internationally recognized human rights." Only
a few months before this announcement there
were over 3000 politically motivated killings
documented by the Commission of Justice
and Peace . The vast majority of these were
grass-roots organizers, peasants or union lead-
ers, leftist politicians, human rights workers
and other activists. Chomsky points out, "The
US State department surely had access to the
records of atrocities that had been compiled by
the leading international and Colombian hu-
man rights organizations ."

FatherGiraldo attributes the internal guer-
rilla conflict as a major contributor to the ever
increasing dimensions of violence . Histori-
cally, he states, the original characterization
of the country's armed insurgency as tools of
international communism made it acceptable
to deny its members fundamental human rights.
By legitimizing the death and disappearance
of these enemies, it was easy to extend these

practices to collaborators and ultimately to ,
any and all political and social activists,
campesinos, and indigenous people . In recent s
years the label communist has changed and a
reports of violence are now attributed to drug
traffickers.

Also contributing to the growth of vio- .i
lence is the continued existence of the para- •1
military. Regarded as legal entities up until!'
1989 when they were declared unconstitu-ri
tional, the paramilitary has continued to be
supported in secrecy by government officials . :i
Used to conceal illegal government and mili-a
tary actions, the presence of paramilitary make
neutrality impossible for the population within
a given community . "Young people are drafted, a
and heavy taxes are imposed to finance theb
groups ." Individuals are forced to co-operate
or to flee the area contributing to the estimated
one and a half million internal refugees.

Giraldo's book is more than a chronicle"
of facts . It is aheartfelt call for help . In conclu-' '
sion he provides a list of actions for interns-' f
tional groups and individuals who wish to')
offer support. For those who would like fur-
ther information or to purchase the book, the '
Colombia Support Network may bereached at 1

http ://www.igc .apc.org/csn/csn .html or P.O 'l
Box 1505, Madison WI 53701-1505.

Sara lives in Syracuse and is active In
the SOA Abolitionist movement. She was
arrested at Ft. Benning in November, but woe.
not convicted with the rest of the SOA 29
because of a mistake in paperwork.
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AOT/ON AlEk'TS

FRAPH/FADH documents in the original . (See
PNL-June, 1998) . Haiti continues in crisis and
ongoing solidarity is essential.

For peace and solidarity, please take a few
minutes to write to D'Amato. Since it's an
election year for him, he'll pay more than usual
attention . If half of the 4,000 people who re-
ceive the July PNL, write to the Senator, that's
2,000 letters which is a good number. Our
Haitian sisters and brothers thank you.
(Sources of info in this article are the Quxiote
Center, Haiti Advocacy, Inc . andBeyond Bor-
ders).

For further information contact Cynthia
Banas at 829-2543.

James Bay Resistance
Around New York State and New En-

gland, activists are gearing up for the next
phase of resistance to Hydro-Quebec's mega-
dam projects. Last fall, the James Bay and
Northern Waters Network began meeting and
working in coalition with other groups in the
US

	

and
Canada, which
has lead to a
statement of
solidarity from
the US activ-
ists and a joint
declaration.
The declaration
affirms that "hu -
man activity in the en-
ergy sector should be
governed by the prin-
ciples of environmental
sustainability, social justice, and
respect for the rights of all peoples, includ-
ing indigenous peoples, not to be deprived of
their natural heritage ." The Ithaca Monthly
Meeting (Quaker) signed on in December by
endorsing the declaration.

Action is urgent because Hydro-Quebec
plans to dam or divert ten major rivers in
Northern Quebec and Labrador to feed the
soon-to-be-deregulated utilities market in the
US. Most immediately, two mega-dam sites
are planned for the lower Churchill River,
which would have a serious impact on the
Innu peoples of the region . A decision on
these dams will be made in Fall 1998. The
project will also require huge transmission
lines over Innu hunting lands, which would
further damage breeding grounds and habitat
for many endangered species of animals and
ducks .

cont. on page 18

The Haitian Refugee Immigration Fairness Act Needs Your He
While Cubans and Nicaraguans were those applied to others but it is a small positive

granted permanent residence if they arrived by step.
December 1, 1995, and Salvadoran and Gua- More good news is that our own Senator
temalan illegals got lesser relief in being al- Alfonse D'Amato is a co-sponsor of the bill.
lowed to appeal deportation orders under more So I urge readers to write a thank you letter to
lenient rules, Haitians are still lobbying Con- the Senator.
gress to grant relief. Haitian advocacy groups Recently I returned from Haiti where as
attribute the unequal treatment to the persis- representative of the PAX USA Haiti Task
tence of the historic racism towards Haitians . Force, I was a member of the Voices for Haiti

The good news is that the current bill (S- Delegation. We focused on the broad eco-
1504), THE HAITIAN REFUGEE IMMI- nomic issues of national production and food
GRATION FAIRNESS ACT would grant resi- security (the ability of Haitians to get the food
dence to Haitians who applied for asylum or they need) . We learned about the way the
were paroled into the country before 1996 and government is turning control of public enter-
a small group of orphans and abandoned chil- prises over to private companies . And we
dren. These are much stricter standards than focused on the importance of the return of the

August Camp to Kick Off Northeast Anti-Nuke Campaign
This August 21, up to two hundred people

will gather in southern Vermont for seven days
of anti-nuclear training, education, network-
ing, actions and fun at an Action Camp now
being organized by local and national activists.

The weeklong event, to be held at a sum-
mer camp near Brattleboro, Vermont, will kick
off a campaign to rid New England, New York
and New Jersey of all nuclear reactors . New
England's Citizen's
Awareness Network
and Washington,DC
based Nuclear Infor-
mation Resource Ser-
vice are leading the
initiative, supported
by numerous groups
and coalitions
throughout the north-
east, including Syra-
cuse Peace Council
and Syracuse Anti-
Nuclear Effort.

The camp will
kick off with a rally
and music fest in
Brattleboro on Satur-
day the 22nd . On
Tuesday the 25th, Bread & Puppet Theater put
on a banner-making workshop. The schedule
for the rest of the week will include workshops
and presentations on all things nuclear, includ-
ing strategies for closing nukes, health effects,
successful closings, waste & transportation
issues, nukes and the military and nukes in
space, as well as broader topics such as leader-
ship training, media training, and civil disobe-
dience. Also on the program will be down time
for informal networking, relaxation and fun .

Action Campers will join with other ac-
tivists later in the week in a demonstration at
nearby Vermont Yankee nuclear plant . Par-
ticipants in the action will use non=violent
civil disobedience to protest the continued
operation of nuclear reactors in the face of
evidence of grave health consequences for the
public, risks of meltdown, intractable waste
problems and immense cost .

Accommoda-
tions at the camp, a
fifteen-acre site lo-
cated in rural south-
ern Vermont, will be
either in camp-style
cabins or your own
tent; vegan/vegetarian
meals will be provided
in the camp's kitchen.
Cost for the camp will
be twenty dollars, plus
five dollars per day for
meals . This is an event
for anyone, experi-
enced or novice, who
wants to help free us
of the nuclear menace.

The August Ac-
tion Camp will build on the already successful
campaign of New England activists : Yankee
Rowe, Connecticut Yankee and Maine Yan-
kee are already gone and the three Millstone
reactors in Connecticut are currently shut down,
under pressure from activists, possibly never
to reopen.

For more information call the Syracuse
Peace Council at 472-5478.

— Tim Judson & Simon Morrin
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Time to End the Violence
After an Attack at SU's Take Back the Night, Feminists Take Action
Shannon McWilliams

	

looked back and saw the streams and streams
of people behind me. Police lined us in the
front and back, with a few spread out in the
middle of our movement. Many of us had to
fight our personal battles against rape alone,
but now we were together as a collective force
demanding change . To-
gether we chanted, voic-
ing what had been in our
hearts for years : "No
more silence, no more
violence," "SU unite,
take back the night," and
many others. So many
people were marching,
and our stream of people
was so long, that often
the front and back ends
could chant different
things and not get mixed
up with each other.

Another chant-used
at the beginning of the
march was, "Hey, hey,
ho, ho . Misogyny has got
to go." This was replaced
with, "Hey, hey, ho, ho. This sexist shit has got
to go," because it voiced better the accumu-
lated rage of the people there. Little did any of
us realize that misogyny, the hatred of women,
would be our true battle that night.

The emotion of our group changed as we
neared "frat row," the street filled with noth-
ing but fraternity and sorority houses . We
became a little uneasy, but this nervousnessof

their possible re-
actions did not
stop us. Know-
ing that fraterni-
ties house more
rapists than will
ever be accused
or

	

formally
charged, we only

lifted our chins and looked the gawking broth-
ers andsisters in the eyes as wepassed . Noone
shirked from proudly proclaiming our War
Against Sexualized Violence. We did not ex-
perience any problems until we reached one of
the last houses on that street, the house belong-
ing to the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega at 304
Walnut Place . Several brothers were out on
the porch, playing loud music and drinking

ft is time to stop the violence that
goes unrecognized daily, the

usually silent, often violent aspect
of society that approves of the

systematic degradation of women.

E VERYONE HAD BEEN WORKING hard for
months . Posters had been made, flyers

handed out, and the quad was chalked . This
whole week of events ranging from speakers
to movies to an open mic evening was just one
long kick-off for this night, April 24, 1998.
The biggest Take Back the Night, a march and
speak-out against sexualized violence, Syra-
cuse University has seen in years . I stood on
the steps of Hendrick's Chapel and watched as
more and more people showed up to show
their commitment to stop rape and their sup-
port for violence survivors . Over 400 people
showed up that night, and more men and non-
university students than in any previous years.

Inside Hendricks Chapel I listened to the
speakers, but my eyes kept wandering, stray-
ing to the people packed in around me. The
place was full, not a single pew was empty and
many were crowded. We all roared in appre-
ciation at the end of Kathleen Hanna's talk.
Somehow, she managed to capture the hyper-
active audience of soon-to-be marchers and
weave all the pieces of the puzzle together to
show the whole picture the larger scale of
sexualized violence of all forms within our
culture.

Together we moved outside to march as a
unified voice against this same sexualized
violence that
brought us all
here tonight,
stopping only to
pick up posters to
carry . The stack
quickly dimin-
ished and was re-
distributed
among groups . I held one side of a poster while
a friend held the other. A friend visiting from
out of town stood on my other side. He had
never seen this kind of gathering before, and
stood amazed and appreciative of the enor-
mous energy created as we began to form a
line for the march . I linked my free arm with
my poster companion and set off on the most
powerful and moving adventure of my life.

I was towards the front of the march . I

beer . The events that unfolded next changed
me forever.

As the first wave of our marchers passed,
they began shouting obscenities at us . Then
one came off the porch to the street, pretending
to join the march and then called us names and

told us how we were just
stupid bitches. His
brother cheered him on
and followed his lead.
Above our call to end the
violence could be heard
the brothers of ATO yell-
ing comments such as,
"Come on up here and
have a beer with us, and
we'll show you what a
frat is really about," and,
"Why don't you come
up here so we can fuck
you?"

Several more of
the brothers came down
to the sidewalk next to
us, shouting at us over
their drinks . As more and

more of us marched passed, and not a one of in
backed down at their taunts, they became
increasingly "brave." They began walking
among us, laughing at those who carried the
posters proclaiming survivorship.

One woman was carrying a sign that read
she was the survivor of three rapes. Several
brothers walked up to her and wondered out
loud how she would survive a fourth. Others
were invited in to get drunk and have sex with
them. For several moments I stood, mute in the
face of my worst fears — outright malevo-
lence against people willing to fight for what
is right . Yet this blatant display of misogyny
did not stop us . Wave after wave of marchers
passed, continuing their chanting and attempt-
ing to ignore the shouted ignorance and insen-
sitivity of the ATO brothers.

Then came the ultimate act of anger and
violence against women willing to speak out.
A woman was attacked . She had done no
chanting, nor she was marching in the throngs
of people. She was there as a journalist, taking
pictures for the newspaper where she worked.
She set her camera down to change the batter-
ies and was jumped by several of the ATO
brothers . This same woman lost her job be-

conitnued on next page
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cause she was attacked. The paper she worked
for fired her because she was not "acting in her
journalistic capacity at that point." This same
paper gave no coverage of Take Back the
Night, nor of any of the prior events of the
week .

We were
called every name
possible to de-
grade us, to make
us feel powerless
and humiliated.
The brothers of
Alpha

	

Tau
Omega reached for every trick in the book to
try and show us our place in their world. They
wanted us to be ashamed for speaking out, but
no one was. We had done nothing to them,
except threaten their established safety and
shelter from accusations and truths about them-
selves . They obviously had no respect for
women, for their mothers and sisters and girl-
friends, for they disrespected us without con-
sideration of effects and consequences. They
obviously did not believe that we had a right to
be there, for they tried everything to get rid of
us. These men, if I dare call them that, obvi-
ously do not feel the fact that four women are
killed each day by husbands or boyfriends is
not a concern of theirs . To them, the fact that
one rape is reported every five minutes in the
United States is not important or relevant.

"They have both directly and indirectly
made themselves a part of the 1997 American
Medical Association statistic showing that 35
percent of male college students admitted
anonymously that they would rape if they
knew they could get away with it," now gradu-
ate of Syracuse University Amy Sonnie wrote
in a letter of complaint to Suzy Nelson, Direc-
tor of Greek Life.

Fraternities were once seen as honorable
and their members as leaders . This myth still
holds too true in
many minds
across America.
The members of
ATO proved that
the other reputa-
tion fraternities
hold, that of be-
ing places of
rape, hazing, and homophobia, is more true
than the former. If fraternities such as Alpha
Tau Omega are looked upon favorably, and its

members considered leaders, what does this
say about this city as well as this country?

It says that it is time for change. It rein-
forces the desire to be able to walk alone and
not fear for safety and life . It says that some-

thing must be
done to stop the
violence that
goes unrecog-
nized daily, the
usually silent,
often violent as-
pect of society
that approves of

the systematic degradation of women through
verbal harassment and implied threats, such as
those shouted by the ATO brothers . This is the
same aspect of society that refuses to ac-
knowledge the active role all people must take
to end the holocaust of women's and girls'
spirits and lives. To me, it
also reinforces the disgust
and distress that has been
leaving its mark on my life
since I was first raped five
years ago, and the drive to
eliminate it from others'
lives .

This is easier said than
done. For many, stepping
forward and denouncing
what has been ingrained as
good and holy since con-
ception is not a viable op-
tion. That is why those of us
who can must take this op-
portunity to show our un-
willingness to tolerate sexu-
alized violence of any form, our unwillingness
to be the pawns of oppression. The silent
majority of those who desire change but have
yet to speak must speak and act now.

Since it is summer not much can be ac-
tively done. ATO
is officially sus-
pended, meaning
that they are not
allowed to act as
an official group.
Yet they are al-
lowed to wear
their letters and

have parties in their house. This suspension is
notenough. A slap on the wrist will not change
the fundamental lack of integrity that pervades
this and many other institutions of patriarchy .

The Feminist Collective of Syracuse Univer-
sity is calling for the fraternity of Alpha Tau
Omega to be removed from campus, for ATO
to have their national charter revoked and not
returned.

When the fall semester begins again, there,
will be a rally. All of the fraternities and
sororities of Syracuse University will be in-
vited to speak out against this behavior and
show their support and dedication to stopping
it. There will be protests and demonstrations
by the rest of the university and city commu-
nity as well. All members of the area commu-
nity are invited and encouraged to attend and
to share their feelings and voice their concerns
about having this kind of organization as a part
of our city.

This behavior will no longer be tolerated,
supported, or ignored by the Syracuse com-
munity. The concerned and caring members

of this community will help
see to that. I do not want to
live in a world where the
survivors of sexualized vio-
lence are laughed at and de-
graded. I do not want to pass
that kind of world on to the
next generation. It is up to
us, right now, to end this
behavior . I will not tolerate
having the people I care
about assaulted and ha-
rassed, raped and abused, or
verbally tormented any
longer.
The brothers of Alpha Tau

Omega gave me one good
thing that night. During the

Speak Out after the march, I was able to tell my
story and re-dedicate myself to ending the
obvious and not-so-obvious violence against
women that is present in today's world. I was
shown exactly what the fate of people who
rock the boat can be, how truly a violent world
it is for those . of us who want to change that
world. It was on that night I realized the extent
of hatred and violence against women and
feminists, but I also learned the full extent of
my own anger about the way society is run and
how that anger can and will save my life, and
hopefully many others.

Shannon McWilliams is a student and a
member of the Feminist Collective at
Syracuse University. This is her first time writing
for the Peace Newsletter .

db

Four women are killed each
day by husbands or boy-

friends. One rape is reported
every five minutes in the

United States.

A 1997 American Medical Asso-
ciation statistic shows that 35

percent of male college students
admitted anonymously that they

would rape if they knew they
could get away with it .



India's Nuclear Challenge
by David Cortright

ndia's decision to conduct nuclear tests is
a threat to peace in South Asia and the

world . It is a serious setback to the cause of
nuclear abolition and a rebuke to the disarma-
ment legacy of Gandhi and Nehru . In a country
where hundreds of millions are illiterate and
more than half the population lacks clean
water and basic saltation, the diversion of
resources to develop nuclear weapons is an
affront to human decency.

India's action makes it likely that Paki-
stan will also test nuclear weapons and that an
overt nuclear arms race will develop in South
Asia . In combination with rising political ani-
mosities and the ballistic missile race already
underway between India and Pakistan, the
nuclear tests significantly increase the danger
of war and nuclear confrontation.

While it is necessary to condemn India's
tests, we must recognize that the United States
bears partial responsibility for these events.
By its insistence on maintaining nuclear weap-
ons and its refusal to negotiate for disarma-
ment, the United States has reinforced the role
of nuclear weapons as the ultimate currency of
power. The primary motivations for India's
decision to go nuclear are nationalist. India
sees itself as a great civilization with a rightful
role to play in world affairs . Lacking the
economic prowess to advance to the front
ranks of power, India has seized upon the
bomb as a shortcut to pressured greatness.
India sees nuclear capability as the means of
realizing its ambition of global influence and
leadership . The United States and the other
nuclear powers have reinforced this linkage
between nuclear weapons and global status
and are thus partly responsible for India's
decision to exercise the nuclear option.

The United States has compounded the
problem by arrogantly imposing unilateral
economic sanctions against India. Under the
Proliferation Prevention Act passed by Con-
gress in 1994, the United States must halt
military assistance, bar foreign aid and loans,
block credit by private US banks, prohibit
technological transfers, and vote within the
World Bank and IMF against any loans or

financial assistance . These sanctions will have
adverse impacts within India. If the United
States succeeds in convincing other countries
to join with it in voting against development
programs and infrastructure, investment
projects will be blocked. The poor and the
needy will suffer most . Population planning
and women's health programs could be ad-
versely affected.

According to the Reserve Bank of India,
the US sanctions will reduce development aid
to India by approximately $2 .8 billion. This
will be a major blow, but in a country as large
and diverse as India and in an economy that
has in recent years enjoyed high rates of growth,
the overall impact will be relatively minor.
There is little prospect that such sanctions will
convince the government of India to change
its nuclear policies . In fact, over the short run
the political impact of sanctions is likely to be
counterproductive . External pressures will help
to create a rally-around-the-flag-effect within
India and generate political support for the
government. Over time nationalist fervor may
dissipate, but for the near term the position of
the government will be strengthened. Mean-
while the social and humanitarian costs for
India's most venerable populations will be
high.

If Islamabad proceeds w ith its own nuclear
tests as expected, the same US sanctions will
be imposed on Pakistan. The impact in Paki-
stan is likely to be much more severe. Unlike
India, Pakistan's economy is in shambles, and
the country is virtually bankrupt. Pakistan is
experiencing a balance of payment crisis and
is heavily dependent on IMF funding to meet
debt obligations and maintain basic services.
Currency reserves are dangerously low . In
such a condition, Pakistan is highly vulner-
able to US sanctions which could have devas-
tating consequences and might precipitate a
serious economic downturn . Again the poor
and needy would be most severely affected.

The United States has no moral basis for
imposing unilateral sanctions when it has con-
ducted more than 1000 nuclear tests of its own
and maintains an arsenal of 10,000 nuclear
weapons . If sanctions are to be applied they
must be imposed multilaterally and directed
against vulnerable populations . Any case of
sanctions should be brought to the UN Secu-
rity Council . If coercive measures are to be
approved, they should be directed against the

Indian leaders responsible for developing and
conducting nuclear tests. Targeted sanctions
might include canceling visas for India's lead-
ers and revoking residency and work permits
for their sons and daughters, many of whom
study in the West. The financial assets of key
decision makers could be frozen. Landing
rights for Indian airlines could be suspended.
These would be harsh measures, but the hard-
ships would be felt by those responsible for
approving the nuclear tests, not innocent civil-
ians. However, there is no legal foundation
for sanctions against India without a universal
ban against nuclear weapons. This requires a
commitment from all countries, most espe-
cially the nuclear powers, to abandon nuclear
weapons . In the absence of such a pledge,
Washington's punitive actions can only be
seen as the height of hypocrisy, a classic case
of the besotted drunkard preaching temper-
ance. Washington is attempting to maintain an
inequitabletwo-tier nonpoliferation system in
which the nuclear powers maintain their weap-
ons while denying this capability to others . As
long as Washington and other major capitals
cling to these weapons, leaders in New Delhi
and Islamabad will insist on retaining the
option for themselves. Article VI of the Non-
proliferation Treaty (NPT) specifically com-
mits the nuclear powers to negotiate a plan for
global nuclear disarmament. India and Paki-
stan have long insisted that the failure of the
nuclear powers to fulfill this commitment is a
violation of the original nonproliferation bar-
gain, and that a discriminatory regime of
nuclear haves and have nots will not succeed
in preventing the spread of nuclear weapons.
Even a recent report of the US National Acad-
emy of Sciences notes that nuclear states "can-
not be confident of maintaining indefmitely a
regime in which they proclaim nuclear weap-
ons essential to their security while denying
all otheres the right to possess them."

The most important step Washington
could take to mitigate the nuclear crisis in
South Asia would be to lead by example in
acceleraing the process of disarmament. The
US Senate should reject India's defiance of
the emerging global norm against nuclear tests
by moving immediately to ratify the Compre-
hensive Test Ban Treaty . Washington should
also commit itself unequivocally to the elimi-
nation of nuclear weapons . Public opinion
surveys in India sponsored by the Fourth Free-

cont. on page 22
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Bewitched Bothered
and Bewildered

Political witch-
hunts are nothing new in
Washington, but a con-
servative Christian
women's organization
has given new (or very
old) meaning to the term.
In a "Newsflash" to .its

members this past February the Concerned
Women for America (CWA) advised that "The
Walt Disney Company has been known for
weaving witchcraft into major movies such as
Escape from Witch Mountain, Fantasia, and
Peter Pan, to name a few . Disney does not
promote family values, but rather promotes
such behavior as divination and entices your
children to practice it," , Another "Newsflash"
condemned Mickey Mouse for magically ma-
nipulating a broomstick.

CWA joined the Disneyboycott last year
after the American Family ; Association ,a~gd
the Southern Baptist Convention, denounced
the company for sponsoring gay f and lesbian
days at their theme parks and for allowing
outed lesbian Ellen DeGeneres her "gwnTV
show.
Source: The American Prospect.

God is on MY side :_

According to a recent sur-
vey by the Institute forFirst Amend-
ment Studies, many self-identified
Christian right activists fail to see

liberals as their partners either in politics or in
faith.
• 91% believe (either "agree" or "strongly
agree") that god works through : .politics and
election returns.
• 61% believe that free enterprise is the only
system compatible with Christianity.
• 31% believe that a person can be both a good
Christian and a liberal.
Source : The American Prospect

Do videos burn as well as books
do?

The Academy Award-win-
ning film,The Tin Drum, is among
the literary and entertainment
materials seized by Oklahoma City
police under pressure from a group
calling itself Oklahomans for Chil-

dren and Families . The Tin Drum, a searching
film about a weird child observing and coping
with the aberrations of life in Nazi Germany,
was removed from the City library and six
video stores after a county judge (in an off the
record opinion) concurred with OCAF that
the film is "obscene." At least one copy of the
film was also confiscated from the . home of a
private citizen (a staff member of the ACLU)
by police who obtained his name from a video
store . The ACLU of Oklahoma and the Video
Software Dealers Association have brought
suit against Oklahoma City for violating the
First and Fourth Amendments and the Federal
Videotape Privacy Protection Act.

The campaign for suppression extends
well beyond Oklahoma with similar attacks
on libraries in Medina, Ohio; Mexico, Mis-
souri; and Oneida, New , York.
Source : Censorship News

-=1n February,
weld start supplying only recycled paper to
federal agencies as soon as its existing inven-
tory runs out . This will put the agency in
compliance with a 1993 Executive Order that
requires federal agencies to buy recycled pa-
per . In 1997 less than 40% of federal paper
was recycled.

The new policy represents a complete
about-face for the agency. In December, GSA
Federal Supply Commissioner Frank Pugliese
Jr., openly scoffed at the Executive Order,
saying, "Executive Orders are Executive Or-
ders . Big deal ." Pugliese also announced at
that time that the GSA would abandon its
policy of offering recycled paper to federal
agencies at a lower price than virgin paper.
Source : Multinational Monitor

Paying for , Dirty Food
Over the past decade the food industry

has poured more than $41 million into the
campaign treasuries of congressional lawmak-
ers . What did it buy them? The death of every

bill which promised meaningful improvement
in the food safety system.

That's the primary finding of a report,
"Safety Last:
The Politics of
E . Coli and
other Food-
Borne Killers,"
issued by the

) Washington-
(' At

	

based Center
for Public In-
tegrity.

Thou-
sands of people
in the US die
each year from

the, food they eat and millions more become
sick. Cases of poisoning from the E. Coll
0157:H7 bacterium have increased dramati-
cally over the past decade, from virtually zero
to 20,000 a year. Federal officials have de-
scribed the current food safety situation as an
epidemic.

Yet Congress has "consistently, ignored
the growing threat, to the public health posed"
by slaughterhouses and the meatpacking in-
dustry, the producers who raise the animals,
and the distributors, wholesalers, and retailers
who sell the products to the public, says Charles
Lewis, chair and executive director of the
center. "Congress has put the industry's needs
before the public's," says Lewis . Lewis also
points out that the highly touted new Depart-
ment of Agriculture food inspection system
known as Hazard Analysis of Critical Control
Points (HACCP) is commonly referred to by
US food inspectors as "Have a Cup of Coffee
and Pray," because it allows industry largely
to inspect itself.
Source : Multinational Monitor

The Price Women Pay
The price women pay for denial of sexual

and reproductive rights is tallied in the latest
State of World Population report from the
United Nations Population Fund . These in-
clude:
• 585,000 deaths from pregnancy-related

causes each year.
• 200,000 maternal deaths each year due to

the lack or failure of contraceptive services.
• 120-150 million women wish to limit or

A Recycled Victory
The General Ser-

vices Administration
(GSA), the main buying
agency for most parts of
the U.S . federal govern-
ment, has decided that it
will start respecting the
law.

the GSA decided that it

continued on page 18



Godzilla Says, "Proceed With Caution"
Joseph M Smith

H istorically, science fiction film has al-
ways been perceived as suffering from

severe schizophrenia. One minute it's chastis-
ing humanity for its arrogant attempts to con-
quer the natural world, the next it's reaffirm-
ing the scientific and technological advances
that make those attempts possible . Neverthe-
less, despite the genre's past, when I heard a
new and improved version of Godzilla was to
be released this summer, I couldn't help but
wonder how the new beast and the story of its
resurrection would contrast with the Godzilla
ofold.

Would today's Godzilla look different, or
would it be another Lizz Taylor-ized version
of the 50's classic like the unimaginatively
titled mid-eighties remake, Godzilla 1985?
Would the film's producers lose that ridicu-
lous atomic breath? Perhapsmore importantly,
would this Godzilla actually take a stand
against militarism, nuclear power, and/or weap-
ons of mass destruction? Given the end of the
Cold War and our culture's new found
"environmentality,*" I was anxious to see if
either of these trends had affected Godzilla's
scaly green skin.

In keeping with the tradition begun by the
1954 Japanese original, the new Godzilla also
stems from the detonation of nuclear devices.
However, rather than being awakened by a
series of blasts, the new beast is the first of a
new gargantuan lizard species created by
France's recent nuclear tests in the South
Pacific. Of course, the audience has to wait a
while for the "official" word on this, but the
filmmakers hint at the new Godzilla's origins
by attaching the movie's opening credits to
grainy, reddish-orange scenes of iguanas star-
ing at huge balls of fire and mile-high plumes
of smoke. Thus, while nothing concerning the
beast's genesis is explicitly mentioned as these
pictures flash on the screen, it seems clear
from the ominous music and chaotic collage
of nuclear destruction and stoic-looking rep-
tiles that change is afoot in lizard land.

"Environmentality" was a word coined by
Disney to (as far as I can tell) be synonymous
with "environmental consciousness .'

As Godzilla evolves from the opening
credits, it becomes increasingly obvious that
the film is more than a cinematic protest against
the continued production and testing of weap-
ons of mass destruction. Of course, this
shouldn't be surprising as few "creature fea-
tures" really are; including the other 21 films
boasting the Godzilla name. As Richard
Hodgens argues in his essay, "A Brief, Tragi-
cal History of the Science Fiction Film," mon-
sters that are awakened or created by the bomb
offer little in the way of social criticism. Even
thoughthebeasts appearing in these films may
be symbolic of the nuclear threat, they first and
foremost give rise to humanity's more tradi-
tional fears about its relationship to the natural
world. Therefore, like most of the creatures
that appear in science
fiction films of the "hu-
mans vs . nature" vari-
ety (as opposed to those
from the humans vs.
machines sub-genre),
Godzilla represents
humanity's age-old
perception of wild na-
ture as a threat to hu-
man survival and an ob-
stacle to the (further)
growth of civilization.

Modern Folklore
Mirroring

mythology ' s use of
"monsters" (i.e . beings
associated with "the
other") as the ambas-
sadors of untamed nature, science fiction film
has often been characterized as a form of
"modem" folklore which, in the words of
folklorist Per Schelde, "rests on the on-going
conflict between nature and culture."

According to Schelde, the never-ending
battle between civilization and the natural
world is ultimately a contest between nature's
brute force and the intellectual power of hu-
manity to control it; hence the familiar stories
from the realm of myth and legend featuring
trolls (or other non-human entities) attempting
to prevent humans from achieving some task
by testing their intellectual strength via riddles.

In today's science fiction films the trolls
have disappeared, but as Schelde points out,
folklore's hostile attitude toward nature has

remained intact . Thus, to gain a thorough
understanding of films likeGodzilla,acknowl-
edging the existence of this antagonistic por-
trayal of the relationship between humans and
nature is essential because it helps viewers
perceive the way these kinds of films impede
the acceptance of an ecological world view.

For instance, Godzilla's migration to and
subsequent ravaging of New York City was
more than just an exciting plot twist. Symbolic
of the lengths to which humanity has gone to
divorce itself from the unpredictability of na-
ture, cities have become icons of civilization
both in and out of the cinema . In essence, they
are the very antithesis of the natural world.

Reminiscent of many memorable scenes
from such classic creature features as King

Kong (1933), The Beast
from 20,000 Fathoms
(1953), ItCameFromBe-
neath the Sea (1955), the
numerous Godzilla films
of the sixties and seven-
ties, and more recent films
such as The Lost World
(1997) andMimic (1997),
the scenes chronicling
Godzilla's search through
New York to find a suit-
able place for a nest are
hardly framed as the . 11e-
nevolent actions of a car-
ing reptilian parent ; they
are portrayed as the initial
step in the monster's strat-
egy to eradicate human-
ity from the face of the

earth . Hence Nik Satopolis' (Matthew
Broderick) statement to the military he is
commissioned to help that the nest is destined
to be the spot from which "the new dominant
species" will emerge.

Yet, despite the feelings of ill will dis-
played between humanity and the beast, it
would be incorrect to assert that the aim of
films like Godzilla is to prevent filmgoers
from developing environmental conscious-
ness. The aim of science fiction film is to
amuse, and because emotional conflict al-
ways makes for goodentertainment,Godzilla's
display of hostility between humanity and
nature acts as the vehicle in which that enter-
tainment is delivered . Still, it is important to

continued on next page

Nine Dragons Appear Through Clouds and Waves
(dare", Chen Jung (AD 1244)
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cussion of the
monster's desire to
find a birthplace for
the species destined to
remove humanity
from its perch atop the
tree of life, Godzilla is
riddled with the main-
stream culture's be-
liefs about the way
humanity and nature
ought to relate . Yet,
the cultural assump-
tions do not stop there.

Continuing in the vein of the traditional mishap, (military) science functions in the
monster movie, Godzilla's death at the, hands best interests of the people . Hence the charac-
of that dynamic sci-fi duoscience and technol- ter ofNikSatopolis ' (Matthew Broderick), an
ogy goes beyond the triumph of humans over ex-nuke activist turned Nuclear Regulatory
the natural world to reinforce the very myste- Commission scientist who now believes he
rious and frightening military know-how re- can "effect more positive (social) change from
sponsible for the beast's creation .

	

inside" the agency.

It is because of this rather ironic twist of Unlike the classic
fate that I object to the . idea that Godzilla's
creation and penchant for destruction sends an
anti-militaristic message. While it is true that
he** is not, vanquished by the same nuclear
technology which creates him, his destruction
via missiles still works to legitimize the pro-
duction and use of non-nuclear armaments in
the eyes of the public. In this light, Godzilla is
not a cry ofopposition to humankind's ability
to annihilate itself with weapons of mass de-
struction, but a sermon oriented to the illustra-
tion of the military and its deadly hardware as
a boon to human civilization.

Similarly,more of the dominant culture's
values are reflected in the film's portrayal of
science. Godzilla's creators exploit popular
feelings of mistrust toward scientists and a
general fear of mysterious scientific proce-
dures (like biotechnology, nuclear fission and
fusion, space travel, etc .) in various ways
throughout the film to help their viewers "ac-
cept" the notions that radiation could alter the
genetic make up of an existing life-form enough
to create a new species, and that the French

My use of the pronoun 'he" corresponds
with the film's use of the male pronoun to
refer to the monster; an interesting consider-
ation since the Godzllla gives birth . Looks like
Goddlla needs to be analyzed from a
feminist perspective .

that Nik employs during his successful cam-
paign to eliminate Godzilla's nest and finally
the monster himself. Thus, like the movie's
depiction of the military's tools for war, the
somewhat tarnished face of science is cleaned
up as it works to protect people from the
danger inherent in wild nature.

Who Is Responsible For This Mess
Anyway?

When Nik and the military finally achieve
their goal and the audience watches the last bit
of life's fire disappear from Godzilla's eyes,
only then does it become apparent that the
film's true villain is humanity's own arro-
gance.

Making a sharp U-turn, the movie aban-
dons its hostile portrayal of nature and sud-
denly pulls out all the rhetorical stops to en-
courage sympathy for Godzilla's plight . I can
still recall how tough it was to watch the
monster die. I could not help but feel sorry for
him as he laid there on the asphalt . As I
listened to the ever weakening sounds of his
labored breathing, I sat motionless while the
camera closed in on his eye and the golden

sphere of light at its center
retreated into darkness.
When it was finally over,
I found myself remember-
ing Nik's previous state-
ment to the commander of
the American forces try-
ing to hunt Godzilla down.
"The beast isn't the en-
emy, he's just an animal . "
Clearly then, Godzilla
isn't to blame for this
mess; he's just a scape-
goat.

Besides, the
French are the ones who
performed the tests, but
the movie fails to provide

its audience with French scientists, or other
French folks involved with conducting them.
Thus, (surprisingly) there is no foreigner to
play the role of the scapegoat either, so, by the
process of elimination, it seems the only thing
left to blame is the arrogant assumption that
humanity is entitled to treat the earth like a
punching bag.

So where is this human arrogance
represented in the film?

Barring the nuclear explosions during the
continued on page 21

remember that just because something mas- scientists who exploded the bombs in the
querades as entertainment does not mean it is South Pacific were unprepared for any poten-
devoid of cultural meaning. Thus, hitching a tial problems that might arise.
ride with the film's entertainment value is a Although the acceptance of these con-
truck loadof ideological baggage . One promi- cepts may sound far fetched as you read them
neat example is suggested by my above dis- here in black and white, the film's emotionally

charged images
and dialogue (such
as those during the
opening credits)
are more success-
ful (than this text)
in persuading the
audience to sus-
pend its disbelief.
They have to be, or
the movie would be
unable to convey its
message that de-
spite the occasional

sci-fi scientist mold set
by the world's most in-
famous god-complex
sufferer Dr . Franken-
stein (not to those sci-
entists in such films as
The Fly (1958, 1986)

and Tarantula (1955)),
following the lead of
such recent movies as
Jurassic Park (1993),
The Lost World (1997)

and Mimic (1997),
Godzilla breaks with
traditional science fic-
tion film by portraying
Nik as a hero, and the cornerstone of its kinder,
more gentle depiction of science.

Always a step ahead of the beast, Nik's
ability to anticipate Godzilla's every move is
a cinematic obeyance to the modernist ideal
that through the application of rational thought,
humanity can know the inner workings of the
natural world, and then utilize the information
to achieve its desired aims. According to the
film, the mechanistic notion that nature is
merely the sum of its parts is accurate, for it is
precisely this reductionist scientific mentality
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Going The Wrong Way
How we continue to make the worst of all possible energy decisions

of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions,
adherence to our international treaty commit-
ments (for a change), lowered dependence on
foreign oil supplies and the military entangle-
ments which that dependence entails, and a
substantial reduction of the trade deficit, are
just the beginning of the advantages of renew-
able energy . Unfortunately, they are beyond
the scope of a political leadership narrowly
fixed on the next election.

The usual argument against renewable
energy sources is that they are not economi-
cally viable. But this contention is disingenu-
ous at best. Clearly, if renewable energy
sources had the benefit of even half the tax-
payer largesse lavished on nuclear and fossil
energy sources, their development would be a
great deal further along . Certainly, they are

enormously more competitive than nuclear
than in the choices we have made, and

	

energy which, when all economic and en-
continue to make, in the field of energy

	

The potential benefits of re-

	

vironmental costs are honestly calculated,
resources.

	

newable energy sources are

	

is the dumbest of all possible choices.
According to the Congressional Bud-

	

Obviously, the real problem with most
get Office, between 1948 and 1995, the environmental, economic, ')O

	

renewable energy sources is that they lack
USgovemmentspent $106billion (in1996 litical, international, and huge. the patronage of the corporate interests
dollars) on development of energy re-

	

which own this country. Renewables are
largely decentralized, generating power

on-site, and leaving manufacturers of large-
scale power generation, transmission, and dis-
tribution systems, like General Electric and
Westinghouse, without a market . Developing
countries just building power infrastructure
are dependent for financing on government
aid and World Bank funding which is heavily
weighted toward traditional fossil and nuclear
fueled megaprojects. The fossil fuel industry
does not want to lose its second biggest cus-
tomer (after the automobile), utilities will never
consent to their own dismemberment, and the
government, which is supposed to look after
the common good, is owned by these interests.

Current US energy policy is the equiva-
lent of a 14 foot tall truck headed for a 12 foot
bridge at a high rate of speed. The bridge is
only a couple of miles down the road and the
driver is fully aware of it, but he's getting paid
by the mile and really doesn't give a damn . So
we're going to hit that bridge and it's going to
be a hell of a mess . But our kids will have to
deal with it, not us.

Mike Kernahan lives at the Common
Place Land Trust and Community. He is starting
a woodworking business.

By Mike Kernahan

W e live in a world beset by a booming
and increasingly destructive human

population and general environmental degra-
dation. This trend is most visibly displayed in
the phenomenon of global warming resulting
from expanded use of fossil fuels. To meet this
challenge, we have developed a political lead-
ership with the attention span of a hyperactive
child, beholden to the special interests which
finance the electoral merry-go-round, and ca-
pable of focussing only on the shortest term
economic and political consequences of its
actions . Nowhere is this more evident

sources . Over 60% of that total was spent
on the development of nuclear power, fol-
lowed by 24% spent on fossil fuels, leaving
relative crumbs of 10% for renewable energy
sources and only 6% for energy efficiency.
The nuclear power figure vastly understates
amounts spent indirectly on nuclear power
development through weapons research and
does not even begin to account for the prohibi-
tive cost of dealing with the problem of nuclear
waste for the next 50,000 years or so . The next
1000 generations will still have to worry about
how good a job our generation did of sweeping
our nuclear mess under a rug . The 1994
Republican congressional landslide has led to
ever steeper declines in spending on renew-
able energy sources and, if present trends
continue, will result in its elimination from the
budget entirely as early as fiscal year 1999.

For those of you understandably unfamil-
iar with renewable energy, here is a brief
review of the major sources:

Solar Energy: Solar energy is clean, inex-
haustible, and domestic. Its environmental
impact is virtually nil . It is extremely flexible,
suitable for any size requirement and readily
adaptable to changes in those requirements .

In the past, solar technology development has
been stunted by an absence of the massive
investment readily available to fossil and
nuclear power. Nevertheless, great strides
have been made in recent years in the develop-
ment of solar power.

Wind Energy: Wind energy is also clean,
inexhaustible, and domestic. Its environmen-
tal impact is also virtually nil . Most land used
for wind power generation can also be used for
otherpurposes, such as agriculture and animal
husbandry . The US has enough wind resource
to produce far more electricity than it currently
consumes.

Hydro Power: I hesitate to include hydro
power because, although the power produced
is as clean as any other renewable source, its

environmental impact can be massive, is often
not apparent for years, and may even be too
subtle for human understanding . It is safe to
say, however, that small scale hydroelectric
projects implemented after careful study and
with due regard for their environmental im-
pact, are certainly a far better choice than
fossil or nuclear power.

Biomass Energy : Biomass energy is pri-
marily produced by wood and wood wastes,
agricultural and animal activities and their
waste products, municipal solid waste, food
waste and aquatic plants and algae . Biomass
generates far less air pollution than fossil fuels
and can substantially reduce landfill use. It
also has the potential to create jobs, particu-
larly in rural communities. Elevated use of
biomass energy would probably require dedi-
cated energy crop production, with resultant
environmental impact. Another lesser evil,
attractive only against a backdrop of wide-
spread fossil or nuclear energy use.

The potential benefits of renewable en-
ergy sources are environmental, economic,
political, international, and huge. Reduction
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Action Alerts
continued from page 10

In April, NYS Senator Franz Leichter,
Manhattan, introduced bills that would do two
things to help consumers in a deregulated
market make environmentally and culturally
sound choices . First, the bills would expand
"green power" to include not only generation
with low air emissions, but small hydro as
well; it would identify large scale hydro projects
as culturally and environmentally unaccept-
able . Second, the bills would require providers
of retail power to disclose the producer (e .g .,
Hydro-Quebec) to consumers. These bills
would thus provide consumers witht he infor-
mation to make informed choices about pur-
chasing electricity.

To get involved, contact Marilyn Ray at
Ithaca Monthly Meeting, Burtt House, 227
Willard Way, Ithaca, NY 14850, or via e-mail
mlr17@cornell.edu. Additional info is avail-
able at JBNWN's web site http ://
www.decisivedatanvo.com/jamesbay, at the
Innu web site http ://www.innu .ca and the
Cree web site http://nisk .creenet .com.

— Marilyn Ray & Tim Judson

"Guantanamera" Benefit A
Success!

A big THANK YOU to the over 200
people who came to see Guantanamera on June
7th.We raised over $1000 for Pastors for Peace,
which will be used for the caravan to Cuba
taking place in July . Some of the money will be
used to purchase a school bus along with
Rochester, Buffalo and Ithaca . The rest will be
given to Pastors for Peace for the purchase of
medicine . The Friendshipment Caravan will
stop in Syracuse on July 5th. For more informa-
tion call Doug at 471-5749. —Doug Igelsrud

Save the Allegheny Forest!
FOR THOSE who have never had the plea-

sure of seeing the Allegheny Forest it is a
densely wooded section of America that en-
compasses land in Ohio, Pennsylvania and
New York State . Anyone who has hiked/
camped or even driven through the allegheny
on Highway 17 knows how majestic the land
is . It is one of the last lands left in the United
States that looks remotely like it did 200 years
ago.

In the U.S . there are less than 60 million
acres of wooded land left (that is less than the
size of New Mexico. Today the Allegheny has
become the latest battlefield in war between

Mumia Abu-Jamal International
Demonstration, July 4th

Every year, the government uses July 3rd
& 4th (the anniversary of Mumia's sentence to
death) to measure just how strong the move-
ment is to stop his execution . This year, they
are putting the legal and political machinery in
place to go through with an execution. Their
decision will depend on our actions.

The courts have never offered justice for
Mumia. What has stopped their attempts at
murder before has been a diverse, committed
movement of hundreds of thousands of people.
This is the year when all those who know of
Mumia's case must ask themselves, "Should
this man be executed?" No matter what your
reason, when the answer is NO, you must turn
that knowledge into action. Be in Philadelphia
July 3,4 & 5.

If you are interested in joining people
from Syracuse forming a silent meditative
presence on July 4th in Philadelphia in sup-
port ofMumia against the death penalty, please
call 472-5711. We will be driving from Syra-
cuse early the morning of July4. — WAH

corporations and nature . The U .S. forest ser-
vice is planning on selling land that at this
early stage includes cutting on road-less lands
amounting to 8,206 of clearcuts.

Over 90.5 miles of road construction is
planned for the purpose of making logging
easier. This of course is only the tip of the
iceberg. Timber industry has been attempting
to get back into the allegheny for the last 100
years . Many environmentalists believe if we
can establish a zero-cut policy in the Allegh-
eny it is the first step towards the abolition of
clear cut nationally.

We are seeking national legislation to
protect the forest. We need letters and organiz-
ers willing to go out to get signatures . Please
contact CNY Allegheny Defense Project to
find out how you can get involved.

— David Agranoff

Keep Onondaga County Fair
Practices Act Inclusive

We members of the Gay Lesbian Bi-
sexual and Transgenderedcommunity (GLBT)
do not support the Stonewall Committee's
current draft of the Fair Practices Act . Its
exclusion of ogender expressions:
• discriminates against the most vulnerable

members of the GLBT community in terms
of class and race;

• fails to adequately protect ALL members of
the GLBT community by falsely separating
sexual orientation from gender expression;

• denies the historical and factual presence of
the transgendered community and of gen-
der oppression at the very inception of the
US Gay Rights movement;

• fractures the GLBT community by asking
us to pit the rights of some against the rights
for all.

It's not too late. Call the Stonewall Com-
mittee (476-6226) and tell them to retract the
divisive bill and endorse the inclusive one.

Rosaria Champagne, Michael A. De
Salvo, Harry R. Freeman-Jones, Monika Giles,
Karen Hall, Margaret Hlmley, Mary Ellen
Kavanaugh,Joy Meeker,NickOrth,Rob Pusch,
Robin Riley, Tyler (Trish) van Vierzen, Teri Vigars

Peaces...
continued from page 14

space their pregnancies but lack the means
to do so.
• 350 million

women lack ac-
cess to contracep-
tive services.

• There are at least
75 million unwanted
pregnancies each
year (out of about
175 million) result-
ing in 45 million

abortions . Twenty million of these are
unsafe resulting in 70,000 deaths.

• One million women die each year due to
reproductive tract infections.

• Two million girls each year are at risk of
female genital mutilation.

• Two million girls are introduced into the
commercial sex market each year.

Source : The Right To Choose: Reproductive
Rights and Reproductive Health,United Na-
tions Population Fund
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Peace Brigades International
Peace Brigades International seeks vol-

unteers for training in NY from September
I lth-18th for placement on peace teams in
Chiapas (Mexico), the Balkans, Guatemala,
Columbia, North American and Haiti . PEI's
peace teams respond to requests for nonviolent
accompaniment of threatened groups and indi-
viduals abroad. Deadline is August 1 . CallPBI
at (510) 540-0749 or e-mail <pbiusa@
lgc .apc .org>
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When It Reigns, It Pours
Local Nukes Deal CNYers One Health Risk After Another
Kyle Rabin

A s if safety concerns at Niagara Mohawk's
Nine Mile Point One power plant aren't

imposing enough, significant structural and
technical flaws at both the Nine Mile Point
Two and Fitzpatrick plants also threaten pub-
lic health, safety, and welfare . During Nine
Mile Point Two's refueling outage, scheduled
inspections resulted in the discovery of cracks
along two horizontal welds of NMP2's core
shroud. At their deepest, the cracks reach
through 20% to 25% of the 2 inch thick core
shroud. This discovery prompted an addi-
tional, more thorough analysis of the core
shroud. According to Channel 9 News, this
analysis found cracks in 7 of the 8 horizontal
weldings. Three of the weldings were signifi-
cantly cracked. One particular weld has a
crack that runsover halfway along its 650 inch
length. Surrounding the highly radioactive
fuel rods which power the nuclear reactor, the
2 inch thick core shroud provides lateral re-
straint to the reactor core and supports other
structural elements within the reactor assem-
bly . Niagara Mohawk and Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission (NRC) officials claim that
the plant's reactor core shroud continues to be
structurally sound and does not pose any con-
cern to plant safety and public welfare . How-
ever, there is no way to guarantee that these
cracked welds could withstandan earthquake.
NMP2 is expected to go back on line, once the
refueling process is complete.

NRC Contacts
Diane Screnci, NRC Public Affairs Officer

for Region One (e-mail : dps@nrc.gov)
Neil A. Sheehan, NRC Public Affairs Officer

for Region One (e-mail : nas@nrc.gov)
Dail Hood, NRC Reactor Project Manager

for Nine Mile 1 & 2 (e-mail :dsh@nrc.gov)
Region One phones: 1-800-368-5642

Larry Duerflein, NRC Projects Branch Chief
for Region One
1-800-432-1156 (e-mail : ftd@nrc.gov)

Barry Norris, NRC Resident Inspector for
Nine Mile Point 1 and 2
(315) 342-4041

At the James A. Fitzpatrick plant, a
NRC inspection revealed a calibration error
rendering the High Pressure Coolant Injec-
tion system (HPCI) inoperable . The HPCI
system is one of four Emergency Core Cool-
ing Systems (ECCCs) that provides core
cooling in the event that coolant levels drop
severely, thus preventing a core meltdown.
Instrument and control personnel repaired
the HPCI system within hours of the discov-
ery. It is not yet known just how long the
HPCI system has been inoperable.

The New York Power Authority, owner
of the Fitzpatrick plant, have recently an-
nounced that they are considering plans to
build a dry cask storage facility at the
Fitzpatrick site. Constructed of steel and
concrete, "dry casks" were developed in the
1980's when spent fuel storage pools began
to reach full capacity . According to Paul
Gunter, director of the Reactor Watchdog
Project at the Nuclear Information and Re-
source Service, the casks' structural integrity
is questionable. Many casks show signs of
inadequate welding and material degradation.
The solution to this nuclear waste storage
crisis is simple : stop producing it in the first
place .

Making matters worse, the Senate En-
ergy and Water Appropriations Subcommit-
tee recently (June 2) directed the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission to eliminate 700 jobs
(from 2900 to 2200) by the end of year 2000
— steps it claimed would be consistent with,
industry's organizational efforts to compete in
a restructured marketplace. As part of the
proposal, the subcommittee suggested that the
NRC cut its staff of safety inspectors for
nuclear power plants from 1,440 to 904 over
the next two years . According to Dave
Lochbaum, Nuclear Safety Engineer for the
Union of Concerned Scientists, "This cut-
back, if implemented, would severely limit
the NRC's ability to fulfill its vital nuclear
safety oversight function ." Lochbaum warns,
"This ill-advised and unwarranted action could
very well increase the threat of accidents at the
nation's nuclear plants:" Given all the safety
problems at the Nine Mile One, Nine Mile
Two, and James A. Fitzpatrick nuclear power
plants, this Senate subcommittee's proposal
could have severe implications for Central
New Yorkers' safety, health, and welfare.
"Worn-out emergency equipment and dwin-

Anita Welych, 1997.
dling repair budgets are reasons to increase,
not reduce, the number of federal safety in-
spectors," said Lochbaum . Besides the NRC,
there is no other agency responsible for guard-
ing the public from the radiation risks from
nuclear power facilities. Fortunately for the
American public, the full Appropriations Com-
mittee on June 4th did not adopt the
subcommittee's proposal for job cuts . How-
ever, the full committee did cut NRC's budget
request to $466 million, about $17 million less
than the agency's request.

Nuclear safety will also be impacted by
the restructuring of the electric utility indus-
try . Restructuring initiatives at both the fed-
eral and state levels are pushing the electric
utility industry away from traditional rate regu-
lation, with protected retail monopolies, to-
ward increased competition. Power plants of
all kinds will survive in an open market only if
they generate electricity at competitive prices.
Recent studies indicate that anywhere from 5
to 37 nuclear power plants will not be able to
compete and probably will be shut down. As
Dave Lochbaum points out, "this range of
estimated closures implies that some nuclear
plants face an uncertain future : they will sur-
vive only if they can cut costs ." Although all
power plants will be under increased competi-
tive pressure to cut costs and raise profits,
these pressures will be extreme for plants that
are economically marginal . Such pressure to
cut costs at marginal nuclear plants has the
very serious implication of reducing the mar-
gin of error on safety. In fact, this can be

continued on page 21
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MARGARET R . MATHEWS C .S.W.
CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKER

▪Individuals
• Couples
• Sliding-scale Fee

203 S. BEECH ST.
SYRACUSE, N .Y. 13210

(315) 424-7930

The White Rose
Old Books & Antiques

Ope11 moo till dark or by appoilst1 emit

315/ 478-3312

501 Hawley Avenuei e

S

	

. Syracuse, NY 13203

Dr. Howard S. Walsdorf
CHIROPRACTOR

treatments for
Neck & Shoulder Pain

Lower Back Injuries
Stress Related Pain
Chronic Ailments

465 Westcott Street
Syracuse, New York 13210

Day & Evening Hours
For Appointment Call:

(315) 422-2027

Guidance in Nutrition &
Natural Remedies

Erwin Reiner
Residential
Contracting

478-2998
Restoration

passive solar
personal service

references

Syracuse Rea( Food Cooperative
your community natural Foot► store

oven 7 days 8am - 9pm

	

I
spices, teas. pasta, trial fruit &t: nut's, ve-

fan & vtarian items, rim, herbs, say
pro ucts. c r.4anic produce, organic
milk & chi, chemical'

	

''local
beer & chicken, & 17u1k pre-or r

buyirty Fc r gl axing Savings.

618 Kensington Road~-Syracuse, NY~-13210
tel . 315 . 472-1385 & Fax 315-422-'X21—http ://wrrw .Foodcoop.org/sr~d

visa, mastercard, Amex, novus, checks 6t fooc}stamps accepted
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Renovation

Rehabilitation
Repair

MICHAEL DESALVO
(315) 479-8255

906 PARK AVE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204



Nine Mile Update
Cont. from page 19
illustrated in a recent incident where the NRC
attributed safety problems at the closed Maine
Yankee nuclear plant to "economic pressure
to be a low-cost energy producer"—pressure
that limited available resources for repairs.

By confronting the nuclear industry at a
regional level, central New Yorkers can force
the shutdown of these menacing local plants;
thereby preventing a public health nightmare
and ensuring a clean and safe and environment
for our children to grow up in . If you're inter-
ested in working with others on issues of

THERE ARE A NUMBER of incidents that
have brought and continue to bring complete
shame to the nuclear industry. The fiasco at
the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in south-
eastern Washington, is one such incident . The
Hanford site was home to the world's first
plutonium production facilities . Production
began in the mid 1940's and ended in the late
1980's (footnote) . Over the span of half a
century, a massive amount of nuclear weap-
ons waste has accumulated at Hanford. Clean-
ing up this mess has proven to be an ominous
task. The Department of Energy estimates that
it will take seven decades and $73 billion to
clean up the Hanford reservation.

Over 1,500 waste sites have been identi-
fied at Hanford. These range from small areas
of surface contamination to million gallon
storage tanks holding highly radioactive liq-
uid waste. The waste of greatest concern at
Hanford is this high-level liquid waste, stored
in 177 underground tanks . These wastes are
the by-product of chemical processes which
were used to separate the plutonium from fuel
rods that were irradiated in Hanford's nuclear
reactors.

Of the 177 tanks, 149 are single shell
tanks —many of which are about forty to fifty
years old. These tanks have a single will of
carbon steel encased in concrete and range in
size from 55,000 to one million gallons . As
many as 67 of these tanks have leaked an
estimated one million gallons of high-level
radioactive waste into the soil beneath the
tanks . Some of this waste has reached ground-
water beneath the site . Many of the 82 other
single shell tanks will likely leak in the future.
The remaining 28 tanks have a double con-
tainment shell. The United States Department
of Energy (USDOE) began to use these double
shell tanks in 1970. Each tank holds about one
million gallons of waste.

USDOE does not believe these tanks

nuclear safety come to the next Syracuse Anti-
Nuclear Effort Coalition meeting at The Good
Earth Cafe, Mondays at 5 :45pm . For more
information regarding this coalition, contact:
Simon Morrin (phone:422-4219) ; Kyle Rabin
(phone: 478-2371) ; or Tim Judson (phone:
472-5478).

Also, please contact the NRC officials
listed below and let them know the following
(see box, previous page, for names and info):
• that you are concerned about Niagara

Mohawk's and other regional utilities' abil-

have leaked . USDOE has pumped most of the
liquid from about three quarters of the single
shell tanks into the double shell tanks . When
the liquids are removed, a semi-solid, sludge-
like material remains behind. USDOE hasn't
decided what to do with this highly radioac-
tive sludge or the tanks themselves . The single
and double shell tanks combined h?i ,$J about
56 million gallons of high-level wirste .,

Another major waste probleni. ,iss,-rtome
2,100 metric tons of spent nuclear fuel . This
spent fuel is stored in two water-filled basins
that are located near the Columbia River . The
bottom of these basins is covered with as
much as two to three feet of highly radioactive
sludge. Much of the fuel is highly corroded . At
least one of these basins has leaked in thppast.
Work is underway to remove the spent fuel
from these basins, but it will take several years
to complete . Hanford's nine reactor buildings,
four chemical separation facilities and many
other plutonium laboratories and storage areas
all present major cleanup problems for
USDOE.

In a November 2, 1997 Associated Press
news brief, Hanford spokesperson Guy Schein
said the cleanup of the nation's most polluted
nuclear site is so complex that delays in dead-
lines are inevitable . "Everything weare doing
at Hanford practically is pioneering work,"
Schein said . "It's all firsts ." Schein's state -
ments can also be said of the nuclear power
industry, particularly in regards to core shroud
intergranular stress corrosion cracking = a con-
dition that plagues Niagara Mohawk's Nine
Mile One Nuclear facility . For Niagara Mo-
hawk, repairing the cracked weldings in Nine
Mile One and Two's core shrouds is all new
territory .

	

— Kyle Rabin

Footnote : Plutonium from Hanford' s first re-
actor was used in the atomic bomb which
destroyed Nagasaki, Japan in August 1945 .

ity to,aperate nuclear power facilities in a
safe manner.

• that you are requesting that an independent
entity, not Niagara Mohawk, perform a thor-
ough safety analysis and systems readiness
review of the Nine Mile Point One and Two
nuclear power plants; and that until this
analysis/review occurs both plants should
be shutdown.

Kyle Rabin is a member of the Syracuse
Anti-Nuclear Effort Coalition and the Greens
of Greater Syracuse.
	 O lt	 db

Godzilla
Cont. from page 16
opening credits, there isn't any . But then again,
there doesn't have to be. Unlike the science
fiction films of the fifties and sixties that told
stories of promising scientific advances gone
awry, contemporary sci-fi audiences no longer
Have to be convinced that humans are often
foolish and arrogant, they only need to be
reminded of it occasionally . Godzilla is that
reminder, and he wastes no time metaphori-
cally slapping humanity in the face by top-
pling, submerging, or squashing a few of its
knick-knacks and members as restitution for
its habit of testing the boundaries of the natural
order.

Still, despite the presence of such moral
lessons, it's important not to forget that few
people would ever consider paying to see a
morality taleabout human arrogance if it wasn't
wrapped up in something a bit more uplifting.
Thus, as signified by Godzilla's death, human
vs . nature films also instruct us that our arro-
gance is accompanied byaningenuity that can
(eventually) contain any of the mishaps that
may occur along the sometimes rocky path of
progress . Therefore, rather than suggest hu-
manity give up its quest to be the ultimate
power on the planet, Godzilla's message is to
proceed, just at a slower and more cautious
pace .

Joseph M Smith is a sci-fl film lover, a
wr iter, and the publisher ofOrthophobe
Magazine . He currently resides in Utica.

Sources:
Hodgens, Richard. "A Brief, Tragical History

of the Science Fiction Film," Film Quar-
terly Vol . 13 No. 2(1959) pp . 30-39.

Schelde, Per.Androids, Humanoids, and Other
Science Fiction Monsters . New York Uni-
versity, 1993 .
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India's Nuclear Challenge
continued from page 13

dom Forum (published in the 1996 book India
and the Bomb, Notre Dame Press) show wide-
spread support for nuclear disarmament and a
willingness by educated elites in India to forego
the nuclear option if the major powers aban-
don their weapons. India's decision to test
nuclear weapons confirms that the United
States cannot retain its weapons and expect
other nations to accept nuclear apartheid in-
definitely . By announcing a major initiative
by offering political, economic, and security
assurances to India and Pakistan the United
States might be able to head off the emerging
nuclear arms race in South Asia and shore up
the tattered nuclear nonproliferation regime.

The United States and the other major
powers have committed themselves on nu-
merous occasions to the goal of nuclear weap-
ons elimination, most recently at the NPT
extension conference in New York in May
1995 . As part of the agreement that led to
unanimous support for indefinite extension of

the NPT, the United States and the other
nuclear weapons states approved a document,
"Principles and Objectives for Nuclear Non-
proliferation and Disarmament," that recom-
mitted them to the goal of global nuclear
disarmament . The document reaffirmed Ar-
ticle VI of the NPT and specifically promised
"the determined pursuit by the nuclear weap-
ons states of systematic and progressive ef-
forts to reduce nuclear weapons globally, with
the ultimate goal of eliminating those weap-
ons ." Failure to fulfill these commitments
"undermines the authority of the United States
and other nuclear weapons states in combat-
ing proliferation,"according to the National
Academy of Science report. Many other ex-
perts and former military officials have made
the same point. In December 1996, General
George Lee Butler, former commander in chief
of the US Strategic Command, joined with
dozens of other retired senior officers from
around the world to call for the abolition of
nuclear weapons. In February 1998 more than
100 civilian political leaders, including 47

present or former heads of state, issued a
similar call for deep cuts and the eventual
elimination of nuclear weapons.

It is long past time for the United States
and the other nuclear weapons states to put
forward a technologically and politically sound
blueprint for moving forward in a step-by-step
process toward the elimination of nuclear
weapons in the shortest possible time. The
outlines of such a plan were developed in 1996
by the prestigious Canberra Commission and
have been further developed in a draft Nuclear
Weapons Convention approved by the United
Nations General Assembly in December 1997.
An initiative by major powers to begin nego-
tiating such a plan, and an invitation for India
and Pakistan to sit at a table and join the
process, would dramatically transform the
dynamics of the nuclear competition in South
Asia and the world.

David CorMght is president of the
Fourth Freedom Forum'and former executive
director ofSane (Reprinted from
PeaceWork, June 1998)

YOU MAY WISH TO rNSIDFR:
* Mutual Funds , Annuities, Stocks o r Bonds
* Socially Responsible Investing

* Life, Disability, Long Term Care or Health Insurance

ARE YOU PLANNING
YOUR PERSONAL OR BUSINESS FINANCIAL FUTURE?

LET
HANSEN'S FINANCIAL & TAX SERVICE

SUSAN S . 1- ANSEN

	

ASSIST YOU IN MAKING

Registered Representative, LUTCF CFP

315-637-5153 800-318-9780

Securities offered through Cadaret, Grant, & Co., Inc.,

108 West Jefferson Street, Syracuse, NY 13202

315-471-2191 Member NASD and SIPC

WISE DECISIONS

The
Sagacious
Investor
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Syracuse Peace Council
Community Calendar
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1
let THREE WEDNESDAYS:
Peace Newsletter editorial
mooting. 924 Burnet Av.
6 30pm . 472547&

EVERYWEDNESDAY:lottery
& Draft Counseling at the
Peace Council . Noon3pm. Call
Marge 4725476 .

2
Stonewall CorteNMee meets
Tu Tu Venue, 731 James
5:30pm . 4768220.

Syracuse United Neighbors/
8oulhweat meatlng Brady F 7:
Center, South Av . 7pm . 476-7475.
Red Braneh Irish Americans
km Peace & Ju ee meets
Coleman's Pub. 7pm . 475-0345.

3
at

St.

at

4
Travel to Philadelphia for a alert
nedMNe presence In support
of Muntle AbuJamal & against
the death penalty. Call 4725711
for ride info from Syracuse.

EVERY SATURDAY: Sharingtlw
Earth. Animal rights &envirormen-
cal videos. 10pm . Time-Warner
Cable channel 12 . Produced by
People for Animal Rights.

5

EVERY SUNDAY: 51 Percent,
Women's issues radio program,
WRVO FM 90. 68:30pm .

6

People Ageing the Death Pen-
ahymeetlng .churchCenter,3049
E . Genesee St 7pm . 475-1878.

EVERY MONDAY : "Radlovi-
sioN ' on Adelphia Cable Ch . 3 at
9pm.Presented bySyracuseCor-
munity Radio .

7
Clow Nine Mlle Ow Cams*
meting.meting. Good Earth Cafe, 110
Harvard Pt 5:45pm. 4725478.

Coaltlon for the Common Good
meeting. 658 W. Onondaga St
Noon. 478-7442.

Peace Action monthly pro-

gram. May Memorial, 3800 E.
Genesee St. 7:30pm. 478-7442 .

8
HOPE Inc. meeting

	

-AIDS '

	

up) .
Living

(grass roots
AIDS group) . Living Room, 328
Montgomery St. 5:30pm . 474-
3816.
CarlbbeWLatln America Coal-
lion molting potluck at Plymouth
Church, 232 E. Onondaga St 6-
7 :30pm. 478-4571.
NOW CNY Chapter meeting.
Marine Midland Bank, 360 S
Warren, 7pm . 487-3188.
Onondaga Audubon meeting.
Dewitt Community Church, 3600
Erie Blvd. 7:30pm . 457-7731 .

9
EVERY THURSDAY: Sitting
Meditation at Women's INFO, 601
Alen St 78:Obam . Free

ReconslDer: Forum on Drug
Policy meeting . 208 Onondaga
Av. 7:30pm. 422-6237.

10

FRIDAY : Lesbian Corn
keg Out Group 7pm . Women's
MoCenter,601AIlenSt4928035.

11 berperf~,Kart
at

Park,Liverpool,NY.
Noon-2pm . 451-PARK
July 11-12: Onondaga Nation
Music, Art & Cultural Festival.
Onondaga Nation Lacrosse Field,
Rte 11A . Family event with food,
Lacrosse exhibit, dancing, crafts.
Bea trip to National Women's
Induct es Irehrdrretlonearenrony.
hnclude Maya Angelou &others. s i

E50475 . 424-0040.

12
July 11-12 : Onondaga Nation
Music, Art & Cultural Festival.
Onondaga Nation Lacrosse Field,
Rte 11A. Family event with food,
Lacrosse exhibit, dancing, crafts.

Justice for Jonny Gammage
vigil, God's Way Church, 1800
Salina St. 5 :30pm .

13

Syracuse United Neighbors/
Southside meeting

	

St An-
S .

	

thong's Church, Midland &Colvin
St. 7pm . 476-7475.

14

coalition for the Common Good
meeting for W . Onondaga

Good

Noon. 478-7442.

c16
EVERY THURSDAY' Lesbian
Gay Youth Support group (ages
14-21). Women's hfo Center, 601
Allen St. Call fortime 422-9741_

1st & 3rd THURSDAYS: Gay
Lesbian Alliance meeting . Enable,
1603 Court St. 7:30pm . 472-5732 .

17
&

Generation Action : a weekend
&

	

revokrtlon.Fonans,picrucs,music.
US Political Prisoners, Death Penalty,
Native American Issues, School of

ganacf/'
AtCatskillBruderhof,ElkaPartc,NY .(518)5895103 .frodo.bnxterhof .com/

18
Parade b celebrate 150th are*
versary of the Women's Rights
Cawerpion In Seneca Falls, NY.
(315)568-4117 for info ono register.

of radical peace, fellowship, &
Speakers &forums on Iraq, Chiapas,

Reconciliation, Prison Complex
the Americas, the environment, etc.

15
NAACP general mtg . 7pm.

NAACP
NAACP Office, 1125 S . Salina St.

Syracuse United Neighbors/
Skunk City meeting. Mundy
Library, S . Geddes St . 7 :30pm.
476-7475.

19

Generation Action: a weekend
peace, fellowship, & revo•

lotionon continues. See 7/17-18.

20
Syracuse Community Radio

of

	

meeting. Good Earth Cafe, 110
Harvard PI . 7pm . 446-4769.

People for Animal Rights busi•
mass mtg . 7pm . Call 488-7877
for location.

Syracuse United Neighbors/
Westside meeting. Anna Mae
Williams Communitycenter,228
Shonnard St. 7 :30pm . 476-7475.

21
EVERY TUESDAY : Women's
Open Mic at Good Earth Cafe, 110
Harvard P1.

Close Nine Mile One Campaign
meeting . Good Earth Cafe, 110
Harvard PI. 5:45pm . 472-5478.

22

EVERY WED : Syracuse Comnu-
nity Choir rehearsal for winter
solstice concert. Come sing with
us! No auditions . Westcott Corn-
munity Center, 826 Euclid Av.
7:30pm . 487-8607 .

2 24

EVERY FRIDAY: Gay & Lesbian
Young Adult meeting (ages 21-
25). Women's Info Center, 601
Allen St . 422-9741 for time .

25
Irish Northern Aid meeting.m9•
Call P 469-

	

Smith for time
Place. 469 8948.

EVERY SUNDAY:
People's 60 Minutes.
Time Warner Cable Ch . 3,
8pm . Produced by Peace
Council

30v7
vigil Against the Death penalty
Columbus Circle, Syracuse. Noon-
12:30pm. Cyrxti 475-1878.

Prayer vigil at Landis Plastics
Solvay ylanton Melon Av . Coan-
coned by

Support Landis workers
Coati-

bon. Suppn Landis workers
union organizing struggles.4pm.

26
EVERY SUNDAY : Sharing the
Earth . Animal rights & environmen-Earth.
cal videos . 11 :308m . Time Warner
Cable channel 3. Produced e
PeopleforAnimal Rights.

EVERY SUNDAY : This Way Out,
Gay & Lesbian radio program on
WRVO FM 90 . 6 :30-7pm .

27

EVERY MONDAY: HIV+ Issues
Group meeting . 6 :30-8pm.
Sponsored by AIDS Commu-
nity Resources . Call Bob for
place. 475-2430 .

28
Parents, Family & Friends of
Lesbians

	

y&Gays(PFLAG) meet-
ing.

	

First Unitarian Universalist
Society of Syracuse, 250 Waring
Rd. 7:30pm . 448-5940 .

29

EVERY WEDNESDAY : Open
Mie Night at Happy Endings
Coffeehouse. Poetry, music,
short stories. 8pm . 12.

31

&&

Peace Newsletter
Mailing Patty

	

SPC
924 Btsrle AV. ~7prn.
Free Food!



Coming to a candy counter near you!

YOU HAVE THE POWER

DON'T TRASH
THE PLANET!

Nestle candy made in Oswego County. ..
Site of Nine Mile One, Nine Mile Two, and Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plants:

Finally they acknowledge the radioactive connection!
Call 1-800-258-6728 to report Nuclear Material in your neighborhood!

Syracuse Peace Council
924 Burnet Ave.
Syracuse, NY 13203
(315) 472-5478

Complementary Copy
Please Subscribe! $12/yr

Educate, Agitate, Organize
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